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1. Introduction 
The nth Tchebycheff polynomial T,(z) associated with a compact 
set E in the plane is that manic nth degree polynomial whose maximum 
absolute value on E is an small as possible. If we write 
M, = max I T&)1, 5 E E, 
a classical result of Szego (1.5) asserts that 
lim Mi’” = C(E) 
n-+m 
where C(E) denotes the logarithmic capacity of E. [Earlier Fekete (4) 
had established the existence of the limit, identifying it with what 
he called the “transfinite diameter” of E.] 
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All asymptotic formulas have refinements. In this case we consider 
the behavior of the ratio Mm/C(E)“. Faber (3), using certain poly- 
nomials now named after him, was able to show that if E is a single 
sufficiently smooth (he actually assumed analytic) Jordan curve then 
this ratio tends to 1 as n -+ 00. In addition he determined the asymptotic 
behavior of the Tchebycheff polynomials on and outside the curve. 
If E consists not of one curve but a union of two or more curves 
or curvilinear arcs, very little seems to be known. The case of E a 
union of two intervals on the real line was studied in detail by Akhiezer (1) 
[see also (Z), pp. 280-2891, not only for the Tchebycheff but also the 
weighted Tchebycheff polynomials (which we shall define presently), 
and he determined the asymptotic behavior of the ratio M,/C(E)” 
in terms of elliptic functions. An interesting phenomenon was that 
the limit did not exist; in almost all cases the set of limit points of the 
ratio filled out an interval. 
The purpose of this paper is to study this and related questions 
for the general case of E a finite union of (sufficiently smooth) Jordan 
curves, or curves and arcs. 
Let p be a nonnegative function on E, and set 
#In,, = um,i.n. sup I(P + a1P-l + ... + %)I P(S)7 5 E Ep (1.1) 
1, 
so that M,,l is what we denoted above by Ma . The extremal polynomial, 
for which the minimum is assumed, is called the weighted Tchebycheff 
polynomial and we denote it by T,,. . We shall determine, at least 
when E consists exclusively of closed curves, the asymptotic behavior 
of M,,, and T,,,. ( on and outside E) for large values of n, and again 
encounter the phenomenon of not having convergence. We shall see 
that the set of limit points of the ratio M,,o/C(E)n is generally an 
interval, whose end points can be expressed explicitly in terms of the 
weight function p and the critical values of Green’s function, with 
pole at infinity, for the exterior of E. In case E contains arcs there are 
difficulties which we have not been able to overcome, although in the 
very special case when E is a union of real intervals we can determine 
the limiting behavior of M,,,. (but not T,,,) and so recover the results 
of Akhiezer. 
We also consider the weighted orthogonal polynomials. If 
f%,, = min s q,...,a, E 
I 5” + 4’n-1 + -.* + a, I”&) I 4 I 
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(here ( dc 1 denotes the differential of arc length on E) then the extremal 
polynomial P, ,p is the nth manic orthogonal polynomial associated 
with the weight function p on E. For results on the limiting behavior 
of m,,P and P, p when E is a single closed curve we refer the reader 
to the survey article of Suetin (14). We shall be concerned with the case 
of several curves and arcs. Surprisingly perhaps, the orthogonal poly- 
nomials turn out to be simpler than the Tchebycheff, as will be seen 
at several points in our study. In particular the case of arcs presents no 
insurmountable difficulty and even in that case we can determine the 
asymptotic behavior of P,,, as well as m, I) . [It is possible that our 
results are new even for the case of one cur&near arc. Of course for an 
interval everything is classical. See for example (17), Chapter XII.] 
A related extremal quantity is X,,Q , the smallest eigenvalue of the 
(n + 1) x (n + 1) moment matrix 
(ciJ = (j, P&(5) I d5 I), 6-i = 0 ,..., n. 
These matrices are of considerable interest. If E is a subset of the unit 
circle cij depends only on the difference i - j and we have a Toeplitz 
matrix, whose eigenvalues have been extensively studied in recent 
years. If E is a subset of the real line c~,~ depends only on the sum 
i + j and we have a Hankel matrix. It turns out that a thorough under- 
standing of the behavior of the orthogonal polynomials associated 
with p allows one to get results on the asymptotic behavior of h,,D. 
See for example (24, where for a large class of orthogonal polynomials 
and corresponding moment matrices (much more general than we 
shall be considering here) the limits of rnA$ and Xi”’ were found, and (20), 
where from the known precise behavior of polynomials orthogonal on 
an interval an asymptotic formula for the corresponding X,,P was found. 
Thus from our work on the orthogonal polynomials associated with 
a general E and p it will not be hard to determine the asymptotic behavior 
of the corresponding X,,, . It should be mentioned that for all cases 
we treat here h,,P tends exponentionally to zero as n + co. But in 
most cases treated in the past [for example in the original work (8) 
in this area] h, tends to zero like a negative power of n, and so they 
are not covered by our treatment. It would be interesting to see whether 
some refinement of the method presented here could be developed 
that would handle those cases as well. 
There would not be much point to all this if the extension from one 
to several curves were automatic. But it is not, and the reason it is not 
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can be expressed in one work: multiple-valuedness. The exterior of a 
single curve is simply connected and so admits only single valued 
analytic functions; but the exterior of a disconnected set is not simply 
connected and functions which arise naturally turn out to be multiple- 
valued. To make the problem clearer we shall present now an outline 
of the derivation of Faber’s results. We shall see why things work 
smoothly in the case of one Jordan curve, and get an idea of what 
else has to be done in the more general case. 
2. Tchebycheff Polynomials for a Single Curve 
There are two parts. First we find a lower bound for all 
max I O(Ol, 5 E E 
(Q manic of degree n) in case E is a Jordan curve, and then show that 
this lower bound is practically achieved if n is large. For the first, 
since we know very well how Q behaves at infinity (it is asymptotically zn), 
what we want to do is compare the behavior at infinity with the maximum 
absolute value on E. The maximum modulus theorem immediately 
comes to mind (applied to the region Sz exterior to E) but of course 
since Q has a pole of order n at infinity rather than being regular there, 
we cannot apply the theorem directly. 
We shall first divide Q by a function analytic in Sz except for a pole 
of order n at infinity, nowhere zero, and having boundary values on E 
of absolute value one. In fact if Q(z) is the function that maps Q conform- 
ally on the exterior of the unit circle, with infinity corresponding to 
infinity in such a manner that 
lim @(z)/z > 0, 
z-+m 
then Q(z)” is such a function. Hence by the maximum modulus theorem 
The limit inside the parentheses is just the capacity C(E). [As far as 
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we are concerned this may be taken as the definition of C(E).] Hence 
we have the inequality 
valid for all Q. 
In order to come close to achieving equality in (2.2) or equivalently 
in (2.1) it is clear that we must find a Q such that Q@-” is close to 
constant throughout Sz. Thus we want to find a Q which is as close as 
possible to a constant times Qn in a. Now if @” were a polynomial 
it would be equal to 
where C is a Jordan curve, described once in the positive direction, 
containing E and x in its interior. The fact is that in any case (2.3) is 
a polynomial, the Faber polynomial Fn(z), and that C(E)% F,(x) is a Q 
with the desired property. 
To see first that F, is a polynomial of degree n observe that F, is an 
entire function, since it is clearly analytic inside C and C may be made 
arbitrarily large. Now we may write 
for x exterior to C. Since the integral tends to zero as z + co we see that 
F,(z) - C(E)-” x” z+co 
and so F, is a polynomial of degree 1z with leading coefficient C(E)-n. 
If we can show that the integral in (2.4) is very small for z E fi we 
shall have accomplished our purpose [since then Q = C(E)n F, will 
have the desired properties]. This is slightly technical and in general 
involves smoothness properties of E. If E is analytic though (the case 
treated by Faber), it is quite easy. For then @ extends analytically a 
little into the interior of E where, since it has absolute value greater 
than one outside E, it has absolute value smaller than one. The curve C 
in (2.4) may thus be taken to be a level curve 
E,:I@(z)l=r 
with r < 1 and we immediately get the estimate 
F,(z) = @(z) + O(rV) ZEB 
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where the constant in the “0” depends only on the length of E, and 
the distance from E, to E. Hence Q = C(E)“F, is a manic polynomial 
of degree n satisfying 
max I W)l < C(E)” (1 + O(+. 
This inequality for our special Q, together with the general 
inequality (2.2), gives 
Me = C(E)‘” (1 + O(P)) (2.5) 
in the analytic case. This of course is considerably stronger than the 
asserted 
M,, - C(E)‘“. (‘J-6) 
Now let us see how the asymptotic behavior of T,(z) may be deter- 
mined from that of the constants il~‘~~ . The functions 
C(E)-” @(z)-” T,(z) 
are all analytic in a, one at infinity, and have maximum absolute value 
on E, and so in G’, tending to 1 as n + co. Every sequence of n’s has a 
subsequence for which the corresponding functions converge uniformly 
on each closed subset of J2. The limit function is 1 at infinity and has 
maximum absolute value at most 1 in Sz; the limit function is therefore 
the constant 1. It follows that 
T,(z) - C(E)n CD(z) 
uniformly on each closed subset of ~‘2. 
(2.7) 
To show that this holds uniformly on Q itself is considerably more 
subtle. The asymptotic formula (2.6) itself is not enough to deduce this, 
but something sharper such as (2.5) is needed. We shall present here 
not Faber’s argument, which depended too much for our purposes 
on the fact that E was a single curve, but a different one which we shall 
be able to use later. It depends on an analogue for general curves of a 
theorem of S. Bernstein for the circle which, since we shall be referring 
to it later, we state formally. First a little notation. A function of a 
real variable belongs to class Ce+ (a a non-negative integer) if its a’th 
derivative satisfies a Lipschitz condition with some positive exponent. 
A curve belongs to class C O+ if it is rectifiable and its coordinates are 
P+ functions of arc length. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let E be a simple closed curve of class Cl+. Then there is 
a constant A such that for any nth degree polynomial Q we have 
n-p I Q’(C)1 < An mix I Q(5)l. 
This is implicitly contained in the work of Szegij (16). We give the 
proof here since it is simple, elegant, and uses ideas already introduced. 
If we write M for the maximum absolute value of Q on E then just as 
before 
I Q(z) @(+” I < JJf, ZEJ-2. 
In particular on the level curve 
we have 
E 1+a : I WI = 1 + 6 
I Q(4 < M(1 + a)“, 
and this inequality persists throughout the interior of E1+6. Hence 
by an elementary inequality 
I Q’(5)l < M(1 + 6)” Wst(5, E1+W 
for all 5 interior to El+6 , and so in particular for 5 E E. Now it is 
known (19) that for a curve of class Cl+ the mapping function has 
derivative bounded away from zero. Thus the distance from E to E,,, 
is at least a constant times 6, so that 
m;x 1 Q’(l)1 < M( 1 + S)” Aa-l. 
The lemma follows upon setting 6 = n-l. 
Now let us see how a sharp asymptotic formula for M, such as (2.5) 
implies that (2.7) holds throughout 8. Let us write 
U,(z) = C(E)-” T,(z) @(.z-” 
so that U,(m) = 1 and 
mix I U,G)I = 1 + WT. 
Since U,(CO) = 1 we have 
1 
%iE s 
U,(5) @(5)-l @‘(5> 4 = 1. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
[Note that the function G’(z) extends continuously to E (19).] 
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Now on E, 
& @(L’Y Q’(5) &’ = #(5) I d5 I, 
where J/ is positive and continous and satisfies 
J EW I 4 I = 1. 
In fact since ] @([)I = 1, the identity 
@-kD’d< = d log CD 
(2.10) 
makes it clear # is real and nonzero, and (2.10) implies it must be 
positive. Thus if we take real parts in (2.9) we get 
Now the idea is this: 1 U,, 1 is never much more than 1. If U,, differed 
from 1 by a substantial amount at some point 5 E E then by the lemma 
it would differ from 1 by a substantial amount on a little arc around {, 
and so, by elementary geometry, B?‘U, would be substantially less than 1 
on that arc. Since WU, could only be a little more than 1 on the rest 
of E, this would give 
j 
E 
~‘un(O NO I d5 I < j, VW I 4 I, 
contradicting the fact that both integrals equal 1. 
More precisely now, it follows from the lemma and the boundedness 
of CD’, that 
I wm < An 
for all 5 E E and all n. Thus if 
I 1 - G&)1 3 s 
then 
I 1 - v2(5)l 2 w, E,, < 1/2An. 
Now by elementary geometry this inequality and (2.8) imply 
~‘un(5) < 1 - w, i-i, < IPAn 
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for large n. We find, therefore, 
which will be negative for large n since 1,4(c) is bounded below. 
This contradiction shows that for any S > 0 we must have 
I 1 - QLCJI -=I 8, 5 E E 
for sufficiently large n. Thus U, converges uniformly to 1 on E and so 
also on 0. Notice that for this argument we did not use the full strength 
of (2.5). The estimate 
M, = C(E)” (1 + o(+) 
is exactly what was needed. 
3. Introduction (continued) 
Now let us see what happens if E consists of several mutually exterior 
curves. The most obvious difficulty is that 12, the exterior of E (i.e., the 
component of the complement of E which contains infinity), is not 
conformally equivalent to the exterior of a circle. There is, though, 
a completely standard analogue of @(a) in this case. 
In fact let g(z) denote Green’s function for Sz with pole at infinity, 
so that g is harmonic in Sz, of the form 
near x = co and 
log I z 1 + harmonic function 
liig(z) = 0, [EE. 
Then if g” is the harmonic conjugate of g we have in the case of a single 
curve 
@(4 = expkk> + GWI 
(except possibly for a constant factor of absolute value one due to the 
presence of an arbitrary constant in 2). In the more general case we 
simply define @ by this formula. The problem is that @ is multiple- 
valued. 
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However, 1 Q, 1 is single-valued and so one can still use the maximum 
modulus theorem. Thus, for any manic polynomial Q, 
The limit in brackets is (or may be defined as) the capacity C(E), i.e., 
we have 
g(4 = 1% I z I - 1% C(E) + o(l) z-+ co. (3-l) 
Consequently, we still have the lower bound 
iv& 2 C(E)“. (3.2) 
But now we cannot hope to come close to achieving equality. For we 
could achieve equality only if Q@-‘” is constant, and we could come close 
to achieving equality only if Q@-‘” is close to constant. But since Q is 
single-valued and Qn multiple-valued, this cannot be expected to occur. 
It is also seen that the argument of 92, using Faber polynomials, 
breaks down. The Faber polynomials are still defined by (2.3), which 
makes perfectly good sense since P is single-valued near infinity. 
But now in the representation (2.4) we cannot bring the path of inte- 
gration all the way down to E because of the multiple-valuedness of P, 
and this is what we had to do in order to get a good estimate for F, . 
All this leads us to expect that there is a larger lower bound than (3.2), 
due to the fact that the functions we are dealing with have a certain 
type of multiple valued behavior. This is exactly the case, and finding 
the correct lower bound, which is trivial in the case of a single curve, 
is the extra problem to be handled. 
To set things up precisely, we must discuss our multiple-valued 
functions in some detail. We suppose that E consists of mutually 
exterior Jordan curves E, ,..., E, . Let F be a multiple-valued mero- 
morphic function in Q for which I F(x)/ is single-valued and assume F 
has only finitely many zero and poles, i.e., finitely many points where 
1 F ) = 0 or CO. Any two function elements of F defined in the same 
disc differ by a constant factor of absolute value one, so F’/F is single- 
valued. It follows that for any curve (or, more generally, chain) C 
$logF= __ s F’c4 dzc F(4 (3.3) 
and so depends only on the homology class of C rather than its homotopy 
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class as would be the case for an arbitrary multiple-valued function. 
Since log 1 F 1 is single-valued we need only concern ourselves with 
A arg F. 
Let us therefore take Jordan curves Ei (K = l,..., p) slightly exterior 
to the E, (we may take the EL to be the level curves j @(.s)j = 1 + 6 
for appropriate small 6) and define 
Yk = Y7m = & # arg F h = l,... p, 
k 
where the curves are described counterclockwise. The yk are not 
independent but must satisfy 
$I Yk = 0 (mod 1). (3.4) 
In fact (3.3) h s ows that this sum is the number of poles of F minus 
the number of zeros. 
Suppose we have two such functions, Fl and F, . Then FJF, is 
single-valued if and only if 
yk(Fl) = Ye (mod 1) K = l,...,p. 
(Strictly speaking Fl/Fz consists of many single-valued functions. 
Continuation of any function element of the quotient leads to a single- 
valued function.) We shall say simply that Fl and F2 belong to the same 
class and identify a class with a p-tuple 
of reals mod 1 satisfying (3.4). It is easy to see that every such p-tuple 
is the class of some function. 
The family of all classes will be denoted by FPo, the FP denoting 
the p-torus and the superscript 0 referring to the fact that we are 
dealing with that subset of Y, for which (3.4) is satisfied. The class 
of F will be denoted by r(F) and classes will be written additively, 
so that T(F,F,) = T(F,) + T(F,). 
Now let us see how to improve (3.2). Given a manic nth degree 
polynomial Q, the function Q@-n is analytic in r;2, belongs to the class 
r, = --nqq, 
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has absolute value C(E)% at infinity, and absolute value at most 
m;xIQI 
in Q. 
We now ask the following question. Among all F analytic in Q, 
of class r, and satisfying 1 F(m)] = 1, how small can 
“EP IWI (3.5) 
be ? In case r is the class of single valued functions the answer is of 
course 1, but for other r it is larger than one. If we denote by p(r) the 
minimum of (3.5) (it is actually attained) we see that 
This is the correct substitute for (3.2), and in fact we shall be able 
to prove under quite general conditions that 
The idea is to introduce as substitutes for Faber polynomials the 
polynomials 
(3.6) 
where F, E r,, is the function minimizing (3.5). The integrand is now 
single-valued, the contour can be brought down to E, and the estimation 
goes through. 
This explains, by the way, the apparently erratic behavior of the 
sequence i&/C(E)“: As n varies, f, wanders through YPo, generally 
even being dense in JY!,O, so that ,u(m) cannot be expected to converge. 
Let us now give a brief description of the organization of the paper. 
In the next section, which is also preparatory, harmonic measures and 
the functions of Green and Neumann associated with Sz are discussed. 
Section 5 is devoted to a study of the minimum problem just described 
(generalized by the introduction of a weight function). In particular 
the extremal quantities p(r) are more or less determined. We say more 
or less since the exact determination depends on solving a certain 
system of equations involving harmonic measures. However, the range 
of p(r) as r runs through all classes can be determined explicitly. 
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Most of the ideas of this section are not new. We mention for example 
the work of Garabedian (5), Rudin (II), and Tamarkin and Havison (28) 
concerning related extremal problems for single valued functions. 
In 96 the L, analogue of all this, which will be needed for the study 
of orthogonal polynomials, will be taken up. The situation will in some 
ways be simpler. In particular, the determination of the analogue of 
the extremal quantity p(r) will always be reducible to the Jacobi 
inversion problem for abelian integrals. The next section concerns the 
Szego kernel function, which is intimately connected with the extremal 
problem of $6, and needed for the study of the eigenvalues of the 
moment matrices. 
With this background prepared, in the next three sections we discuss 
respectively the Tchebycheff polynomials, orthogonal polynomials and 
moment matrices associated with systems E of Jordan curves and 
weight functions p on E. Asymptotic formulas are obtained for both 
the extremal quantities M,,,, , mnP , h,,0 and the corresponding extremal 
polynomials. The following three sections are concerned with the 
case when one or more of the components of E is a Jordan arc rather 
than a closed curve. As mentioned earlier, only partial results are 
obtained in the Tchebycheff case. 
Finally in 914 we consider two cases where everything can be worked 
out somewhat explicitly, namely when E is a union of intervals on the 
real line and when E has two components. 
4. The Basic Potential-Theoretic Functions 
In this section we assume that E consists of Jordan curves of class Cl+; 
as before Q is the component of the complement of E containing infinity. 
Green’s function g(z, z,,) for Sz with pole at x0 E Sz is determined 
by the properties 
(a) g(z, z,,) is harmonic in Sz - (a+,), 
(b) g(z, z,,) - log 1 z - z0 1-l is harmonic near x0 , 
(c) lim,,rg(z, z,,) = 0 for all 5 E E. 
In case z0 = co property (b) is replaced by 
(b’) g(z, co) - log 1 z 1 is harmonic near co. 
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It is well known that g(x, x0) = g(z, , z) (so that in particular g(a, x,,) 
is a harmonic function of z,, in Q - (z}) and that 
(4.1) 
solves the Dirichlet problem for 52 with boundary function f. This 
means that for any continuous function f defined on E, h(x) is harmonic 
in a and has limit f(i) at each point [ E E. The n, appearing in the 
integral denotes the unit normal at 5 E E directed into C?. If we take 
forf the characteristic function of Ek we obtain 
(4.2) 
the harmonic measure of E, . This has limit one on E, and zero on 
the rest of E. 
All these harmonic functions have multiple-valued harmonic 
conjugates, which we denote by putting a tilde over the letter denoting 
the function. A basic fact is 
.$ g”(% 4 = 274%) 
which is an easy consequent: of (4.2): 
(4.3) 
Here t, is the tangent vector obtained by rotating n, counterclockwise 
through an angle of rj2. 
It follows from this and the symmetry of Green’s function that the 
function h(z) given by (4.1) satisfies 
(4.4) 
where EL is any curve lying in Q and homologous to Ek . 
We shall denote by Q,(z), G( z, z,,) the multiple-valued functions 
obtained by adding to ~~(a), g( z, q,) respectively their conjugates. Thus 
Q,(z) = W&z) + k&(z), 
G(z, 4 = gb, x,,) + ii@, 4. 
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The derivatives of these multiple-valued functions are clearly single- 
valued. 
The function 
a+, ZJ = eG(Z**o) 
is a multiple-valued function of the sort discussed in the preceding 
section. It has no zeros and a simple pole at z,, , and satisfies 
I @(L 41 = 1, 5 E E. 
By (4.3) its class is 
As things stand g”(~, zO) is only determined up to an arbitrary additive 
constant and so @(x, x,,) up to a multiplicative constant of absolute 
value one. At times we shall determined these constants to suit our 
convenience. 
In what follows we shall, in order to simplify notation, write g(z) 
and CD(Z) for g(z, co) and @(z, oo), respectively. 
Neumann’s function is slightly less familiar and more complicated. 
Given z1 , ,z~ E J2 the Neumann function N(z, zr , s2) has the following 
characteristic properties: 
(a) N(z, 1 4 - log z I I is harmonic in s2 and continuous on J?i, 
(b) g = 0 for 5~ E. 
The condition (b) is equivalent to m being constant on each Ek . 
It is clear that N(x, x1 , x2) is only determined up to an arbitrary 
additive constant. Let us see how to express N in terms of Green’s 
functions and harmonic measures. 
If we make a cut e between z1 and x2 then there is defined in a - e a 
harmonic 
z - z, 
u(z) = arg x--z. 
1 
The function 
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has harmonic conjugate which is constant on each E,, and it has the 
right behavior at .a1 and xa . But it is not the Neumann function since, 
because of the g(z, 5) appearing in the integral, it is not single-valued. 
We shall show though that for appropriate choice of constants X, 
(k = l,...,p) we have 
(4.5) 
In fact the right side still has conjugate which is constant on each Ek 
and all we have to do is determine the h, so that the right side is single- 
valued. 
If we write 
pa = $, &kc4 
1 
and refer to (4.3) we see that the single-valuedness of the right side 
of (4.5) is equivalent to 
I d5 I> j = l,...,p. 
This can be written in a more convenient form if we use Green’s 
theorem. Applying that theorem to the harmonic functions a(z) and wk(z) 
in 8 - e gives 
where e is to be described twice, once in each direction. Now 
and this is clearly zero. As for 
i 




this is also zero since the values of u(C) on opposite sides of e differ 
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by 27r and so the two normal derivatives cancel. Finally, again using 
the fact that the two values of a([) on e differ by 27~, we find 
Consequently the condition on the A, may be written 
(4.6) 
Since N is determined only up to an arbitrary additive constant we may 
(and do) also require 
To complete the construction we show that the system of equations 
i hkPik = Lxj, j = l,...,p, 
k=l 
always has a unique solution provided L$ = 0. (This is certainly 
the case in (4.6) since L%.+(Z) = 1.) Since 
(E being homologous to zero in a), all that we have to show is that the 
only solution to the homogeneous system 
is identically zero. If these equations are satisfied then the function 
44 = i bJk(4 
k=l 
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satisfies 
Consequently 
1 d[ 1 = f  A, $i$) = 0. 
k=l 
But since the integral is just the Dirichlet integral of o this implies that w 
is constant. Since L’A, = 0 the constant is zero and so all A, = 0. 
Notice that even with the A, determined there is still an arbitrary 
additive constant involved in the construction of N(z, z1 , ,~a). This is 
because of the conjugate harmonic functions appearing on the right 
side of (4.5). H ow this constant is determined is largely immaterial, 
as long as it is done in such a way that N(z, xi , ~a) varies continuously 
with the parameters x1 , za . For example we can choose an arbitrary 
point in Q and determine all conjugate functions on the right side of 
(4.5) by requiring them to vanish at this point. 
Green’s function becomes trivial when the parameter approaches E. 
This is not so with Neumann’s function and in fact we must also 
concern ourselves with the case when z1 or z2 lies on E. In the second 
case, for example, the appropriate substitute for property (a) of 
Wz, x1 , 3) is 
(a’) is harmonic in Q and continuous on 0. 
One reason for the change is that now 
which is continuous on B - e, extends continuously to E. In fact with 
only this modification everything proceeds as before and the formulas 
(4.5) (with / z - x2 1 replaced by 1 x - z2 1”) and (4.6) continue to hold. 
We define the apparently multiple-valued function 
VT 3 ,-TJ = expG% 3 ,4 + i&5 x1 ,4). 
This function has a simple pole at z1 and a simple zero at z2 (a double 
pole if zr E E and a double zero if x2 E E), Each continuous determination 
of its argument is constant on each Ek . Therefore the class of Y((z, zi, .s2) 
is 
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and so Y is actually single-valued (except for an arbitrary constant 
factor of absolute value one). 
The reason we went through so much detail in the construction 
of Neumann’s function is that continuity properties of the various 
functions, with their parameters varying, will be very important for us. 
In the case of Neumann’s function these properties are most simply 
derived from the representation we have obtained. 
Recall that we said a function of a real variable belongs to class Cm+ 
(a a nonnegative integer) if it belongs to Ccl and its ol’th derivative 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition with some positive exponent. We shall 
say that a family of functions are uniformly of class CW+ if the derivatives 
up to order 01 are all uniformly bounded and the Lipschitz norms, 
with some fixed positive exponent, of the oath derivatives are uniformly 
bounded. This definition is extended in the obvious way to functions 
defined on rectifiable curves. The various continuity results we shall 
need are summarized in the following lemma. In addition the continuity 
up to the boundary of the various conjugate functions, which may have 
been a matter of some concern to the reader during the preceding 
discussion, are established. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose E E Cat (i.e., each Ek E Cat) with 01 > 1. 
Then the following hold. 
(1) G’(z, x,,) [and so also G(x, zO) and @(x, q,)] extends continuously 
to E; G’({, z,,) . f I 2s o c ass C’--l+ on E and G’(c, .q,) bounded away from 
zero uniformly for z,, in any closed subset of Sz. 
(2) Y(x, 3, x2) extends continuously to E; ?P(c, x1 , z2) is of class 
Cm+ on E and 
Y(5, 3 9 4 I(5 - -%Ml - %)I2 
bounded and bounded away from zero uniformly for z1 , z2 E 8. 
(3) The functions 
@(L .t,>*l W, z,,4, 5 E E 
are of class Cm+ unzformly for z,, E ~2 and x1 in any closed subset of II. 
(4) If f(c) E CB+ (/I < a) then the harmonic function h(z) which 
solves the Dirichletproblem in Sz with boundary function f has conjugate h(z) 
which extends continuously to E and belongs to Ce+ there. Moreover a 
family of f’s uniformly of class CB+ give rise to Ii(<) uniformly of class C6+. 
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Proof. We first take the case when a particular Ek , say El , is the 
unit circle and establish the continuity properties of the various 
function in Q whose boundary values 
functions for 5 E E, . 
Let h(z, x,,) be the harmonic 
on E are 
Then 
(4.7) 
g(z,z,) = 1ogIZI -iz(z,z,). 
Now for 1 x0 / > 1 + 6 the functions (4.7) are uniformly bounded on E, 
and so by the maximum principle for harmonic functions the h(n, z,,) 
are uniformly bounded in .Q. Hence for some constant M we have 
&, 4 < M, IzI<l+W 
as long as j z,, / > 1 + 6. Now by the reflection principle g can be 
extended harmonically to the annulus 
(1 + 6/2)-l < I z I < 1 + S/2 
by defining 
!A.? %> = -gW’, 4, (1 + V2F1 -=c I x I < 1, 
and we still have 1 g( a, zO)l < M. But then each partial derivative of 
g(z, z,J has a uniform bound on each closed subset of this annulus (as 
follows, for example, from the Poisson integral representation) and so 
the same is true for g”(z, z,,) which is, after all, just defined as a line 
integral involving the first partial derivatives of g. This establishes 
the first part of (l), at least on E, , for an arbitrary 01. For the second 
part, what we must show is that 
is bounded away from zero. This derivative is the same as 
m %P, * 
Now there is a constant m > 0 such that 
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for all z,, satisfying 1 x0 1 > 1 + 6; for otherwise we could find some 
such x, x0 for which g(z, zO) = 0. Thus, by the maximum principle 
again, 
and so 
Next we consider the fourth statement of the lemma. If E consists 
only of the unit circle El then the Plemelj formulas [(9), $171 show that 
and that R extends continuously to El and is given there by a principal 
value integral: 
The asserted behavior of R is therefore a consequence of a well-known 
theorem of Privaloff [(9), $919, 201. 
If there are other Ek , let h, be the solution of the Dirichlet problem, 
with boundary function f, for the entire exterior of El. We know 
that R, has the right behavior on E, . But h - hi is zero on El and so 
extends by reflection to an annulus around E, . On any closed subset 
of the annulus each partial derivative of h - h, , and so also of h” - hi , 
is given by a bound which depend only on max 1 f(lJ1. It follows therefore 
that h” is also of class CB+ on E, , and uniformly so if the f are uniformly 
of class CO+. 
To establish (2) and (3) we shall slightly modify (4.5) in our case 
of E, the unit circle. In fact if we set 
+) = arg (x - x2)(1 - s24 
(2 - z,)(l - z,z) 
then the formula 
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holds, where the A, are the same as in (4.6). To see this, note that the 
right side here differs from the right side of (4.5) by 
But since arg( 1 - ~~a)( 1 - ,%?i~)-l is harmonic in R we have 
and if we take the conjugate harmonic function of both sides we see 
that (4.9) is zero. 
The identity (4.8) h o Id s even when a1 or a2 belongs to E, by the 
same argument. Now let us look at continuity behavior. From what 
has already been done we deduce that the integral in (4.8) is uniformly 
of class Ca+ on E, , and that each G, E Cf. By the uniform boundedness 
of the right side of (4.6) we see that the constants A, are also uniformly 
bounded. Thus if we apply part (4) once more we see that 
N(<, x1 , ,x2) + iIq<, z1 ) x2) - log ~=3JL---~ 
(5 - 4(1 - z,l) 
are uniformly of class Ca+ on E, . Taking exponentials, 
(4.10) 
uniformly. Thus statement (2) of the lemma follows. 
It follows from our discussions of g(<, au) above that 
and its reciprocal are uniformly of class C+ on E, for all z0 E 9. 
Combining this with (4.10) gives the third assertion on E, . 
It remains to reduce the general case to the case where E, is the unit 
circle, and this is done by conformal mapping. Thus, let ,a = q(s) 
map the exterior of the unit circle in the s-plane conformally on the 
exterior of E, . Then the region Q in the z-plane corresponds to a 
region in the s-plane, the curves Ek corresponding to curves Ei , and 
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now Ei is the unit circle. Since (19) v’ extends continuously to a 0-l+ 
function on Ei with 
v’(u) > 0, UEE;, 
and since all the functions under discussion correspond under a 
conformal transformation, the assertions in the general case follow 
from the special case. 
5. The Extremum Problem for Uniform Norms 
We take up here the extremum problem relevant to the study of the 
Tchebycheff polynomials. We assume throughout that E E Cl+ and 
that we have defined on E a function p(c). For the present p is assumed 
positive and of class Co+, a condition that will be relaxed later. 
For 0 < p < CO a (single-valued) analytic function F in Q is said 
to belong to H,(Q) if 1 F IP h as a harmonic majorant; H,(Q) consists 
of the bounded analytic functions. Many of the properties of H,(Q) 
(for example the existence of nontangential limits a.e. on E) follow by 
conformal mapping from the corresponding results for the disc. If one 
uses as norm the L, norm of the boundary function then for 1 < p < CO, 
H,(Q) becomes a Banach space. The reader is referred to (II) for 
details. 
We now study the following problem. 
(1, p) For all F E H,(Q) satisfying F(cQ) = 1, determine the greatest 
lower bound of 
ess SUP I W)l p(5), 5 E E. 
Here of course F(c) denote the (a.e. defined) nontangential limit 
of F(x) as x --t 5.’ We shall show that this g.l.b., which we call p(p), 
is attained and determine both it and the extremal function in terms 
of Green’s and Neumann’s functions. 
Copying the method of (II) we introduce the following dual problem: 
(2, p) For all f E ,H,s(sZ) (this means f E H,(Q) and, vanishes at z = co) 
satisfying 
lim zf(z) > 0, 
Z-CC 
&- 1, If(C)1 P&-Y~'I X.1 = 1 (5-l) 
determine the least upper bound of 
jr+% 4(z). 
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This 1.u.b. we call p’(p) for the moment although it will transpire 
that it is the same as p(p). 
Since 
we see that 
is a continuous linear functional on H,O(Q) and that, if the norm 
& j, lf(5)l PW I 4 I 
is used on the space, then p’(p) is exactly the norm of this functional. 
Hence by the Hahn-Banach theorem and the fact that the dual space 
ofL, isL, , we know that there is a function u E L,(E) with the following 
properties: 
max I 401 = P’(P), 5 E& 
lim zf(4 = & / 
(5.2) 
2-m f(l) 45)p(5)F/ & I, f E HI”(Q). E 
In particular we have 
s f(i) ‘(5) f(c)-1 d{ b%!w,i=(-j E if li:li zf(z) = 0 
and this implies that there is an F, E H&a) such that 
I 4 I 
F,(1) = a> PW 7 a.e. on E. 
[See (II), Corollary 3.6. F, is given by the formula 
FOG4 = & j, 45) f(5)Y E + const.1 
,We now rewrite (5.2) as 
ess SUP I F&)1 ~(5) = P’(P), 
h'),mm ,~f(4 = jEf(l) F,(5) d5, 
(5.3) 
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Note that the last identity applied to f(x) = z-l gives 
This function F,, is exactly the extremal function we were looking 
for. For any F E Hm(Q) satisfying F( oo) = 1 and anyf E H,O(sZ) satisfying 
(5.1) we have 
This gives the inequality p’(p) < p(p). But then (5.3) shows that 
p’(p) = p(p) and that F, is extremal. 
It is not hard to see that there is an extremal function f. E H,O(G?) with 
In fact if we take a sequence off, satisfying (5.1) such that the quantities 
approach p(p) as 12 + CO, then there is a subsequence converging 
uniformly on closed subsets of Q to an f. which is necessarily extremal 
for problem (2, p). 
The following lemma states properties of the extremals which, 
as we shall see, characterize them. 
Lemma 5.1. The extremal functions F, , f. satisfy 
I Fo(DI P(5) = P(P), F,(5) fobW’(O t 0 (5.5) 
almost everywhere on E. 
Proof. We have equality in (5.4) for F = F, , f = fO . But the only 
way equality can occur is for 
to hold almost everywhere. 
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Let us see why the last inequality is equivalent to the inequality 
in (5.5). Since g(c) = 0, 
Since dg”/j d[ 1 > 0 we obtain 
I 4 I iG’(<)-l d5 > 0 (5.7) 
which shows the equivalence of the inequalities in (5.5) and (5.6). 
The next lemma will be used to show that F, and-f, can be smoothly 
continued to the boundary. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose F and G belong respectively to H,(Q) and H,(Q), 
and that almost everywhere on some arc of E we have 
F(5) G(5) 3 0, I ml = 45) 
where u(i) is a nonxero function of class Co+. Then both F and G extend 
continuously to Co+ functions on the arc and any zero of G on this arc 
is of even multiplicity. (This means, for a zero co , that there is an even 
integer m such that G(LJ(1; - &em is bounded and bounded away from 
zero in a neighborhood of co.) 
Proof. Note first that since the situation is entirely a local one, 
we may assume by applying a conformal mapping that Q is the unit 
disc. Then the case u = 1 is contained in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 of (II). 
(We won’t reproduce the proof here.) In this case F and G are actually 
analytically continuable across the arc. To reduce the general case 
to this, we assume (T is positive and defined everywhere on the circum- 
ference and let Z(z) be a nonzero analytic function in the disc with 
boundary values of absolute value ~(1;). Specifically, if h(z) is the 
Poisson integral of log D then 
2(z) = exp{h(z) + z%(z)}. 
By Lemma 4.1(4) we see that Z(x)*r extend to CO+ functions on the 
circumference. The pair of functions 
Z-IF, ZG 
are now in the special case with u = 1 and the result follows. 
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It follows from Lemma 5.1 and 5.2 together with the fact 
[Lemma 4.1(l)] that G’ is continuous and nonzero on and near E, that 
FO and f. extend continuously to E, F,, of course having no zeros on E 
and f,, having finitely many zeros all of even multiplicity. 
We can now show that Lemma 5.1 characterizes two of the three 
extremal objects. 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose we have Fl E H,(SZ) with Fl( CO) = 1, fi E Hlo(9) 
satisfying (5.1), and a constant Pl such that 
IF1 IP = Pl> F,f,IG’ 3 0 
almost everywhere on E. Then Fl = F, and t+ = p(p). Moreover, fi is 
extremul. 
Proof. Our assumptions imply that we have equality in (5.4) when 
F=F,, f=fi. Th is implies that Fl and fi are extremal and that 
pr = p(p). Thus also / F, [ = 1 Fl 1 almost everywhere on E. 
Next, since we obtain equality in (5.4) if f = f. and F = Fl , we 
must have F,f,/G’ > 0 almost everywhere on E. Thus F, and Fl have 
almost everywhere on E the same absolute value and argument and 
are consequently equal. 
One may well ask about the uniqueness off0 . It follows from what 
we have already done that any two such extremalf’s have non-negative 
quotient on E, and so if there is one nonzero in D it is the unique extremal 
function. This will be the case, as we shall see in a moment, for the 
case p = 1 of one boundary curve. But if p > 1 there may be an f. 
with a zero somewhere and this always leads to other extremal functions. 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 show the equivalence of our extremal problems 
with a pair of boundary problems which we now proceed to solve in 
terms of Green’s functions and Neumann functions. 
First observe that, by (5.7), 
- + arg G’(1) = + arg 
& 
But this is just the total change of the inclination of the tangent vector 
to E and so is equal to 2~7p. It follows that G’(z) has a total of p zeros 
in 52, counting the one at infinity. Call the other zeros 
where each point is repeated according to its multiplicity. 
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It follows from what we have shown, and the second statement of 
Lemma 5.1, that F& also has a total of p zeros in 0 counting the one f. 
has at infinity; here any zero on E, necessarily of even multiplicity 
by Lemma 5.2, is counted with half its multiplicity. Denote the zeros 
of F,& other than the one at infinity by 
Zl ,***, Z$-1 (5.8) 
where each zero in 52 is repeated according to its multiplicity and each 
zero on E half its multiplicity. 
The function 
D-l 
has neither zeros nor poles in Q, extends continuously and nonzero to E, 
and on each component Ek of E has constant argument. (Recall that 
the characteristic property aiV/&z, = 0 of N implies that fi is constant 
on each Ek .) This implies U is constant, as is seen by an argument 
already used: If arg U(l) = A, on E, then the Dirichlet integral of 
arg U in 9 equals 
s arg U(t) a arg u(‘) E an, I 4 I = 1 A, E4,log I u(t)I = 0. k 
Thus arg U, and so also U, is constant. 
We have 
P-l 
If we make the normalizations N(co, z* , ,zi) = 0 as we may, then we 
find that U > 0. But then the second statement of Lemma 5.1 tells us 
that on each Ek 
9-l 
arg n y(L .$, 4 
j=l 
is not only a constant, but that it is of the form 2rrmk for some integer mk . 
Now the constants A, appearing in the formula (4.5) for N(x, zr , as) 
are just the values of m(c, ai , za) on Ek . These constants satisfy the 
equation (4.6). It follows that our points zi ,..., z+r must satisfy 
9-l 
Fl {Gk(zj) - Gk(zj*,> = $I m,Pk, , K = I,..*,p* (5.10) 
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Conversely if this is satisfied for certain integers m, ,..., mP then (5.9) 
gives us a solution to the second half of (5.5). 
In order to take account of the first half of (5.5) we introduce the 
important function R(z) which is a multiple-valued function with 
single-valued absolute value, having no zeros or poles in Q, and having 
boundary values satisfying 
I W)l = P(5). 
We define R as follows: If h(z) is the harmonic function with boundary 
values log p(l) then 
R(z) = exp[h(x) + Z%(Z)]. 
By Lemma 4.1(4), R extends continuously to a Co+ function on E. 
Notice that the description we gave of R determines it up to a constant 
factor of absolute value one; for the quotient of two such has no zeros 
or poles and has constant absolute value E, and this implies (even 
for multiple-valued functions) that it must be constant. We shall 
normalize R so that R( co) > 0. We have by (4.1) the formula 
R(W) = exp I& SE log p(t) p I 4 I/ . 
The list (5.8) includes the zeros of both F, and f. . Suppose xi ,..., xn 
are the zeros of F, , the remainder those off0 . If we normalize the 
functions @(x, ,z+) to be positive at 00 (which only involves defining 
f( co, zj) = 0) we find that the multiple-valued function 
is analytic and nonzero in Q, continuous up to E, and has there absolute 
value p(t). It is also positive at infinity. Consequently it must be R(x) 
and so we have 
F,(z) = p(p) R(z)-l fi @(z, q>-‘. 
j=l 
Since F,,( co) = 1, this gives for the extremal quantity p(p) the formula 
(5.13) 
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We have used here the symmetry of Green’s function to obtain 
I @(Co, zj)l = expg(ab zj) = exp&j , a), 
and our convention not to display the parameter value co. 
The fact that the rigth side of (5.12) is single-valued imposes another 
condition on x1 ,..., zQ . In fact we have [see (4.3) and (4.4)] 
(5.14) 
and these give the system of equations 
logp(S) 2 I 4 I (mod l), k=l ,*..,p. (5.15) 
b 
Conversely if these equations are satisfied then (5.12) defines a 
single-valued function. Thus we have shown that the equations (5.10) 
and (5.15) may always be solved for z1 ,..., xP [the number Q appearing 
in (5.15) being unique] and that the extremals are given, in terms of 
these points, by the formula (5.9), (5.12), and (5.13). 
We shall now extend all that we have done to the case of multiple- 
valued functions. In order to do this we introduce for each class r 
(see 43) a canonical function of that class, having no zero or poles in 9, 
by which we may divide an arbitrary function of the class to obtain a 
single-valued function. Specifically let 
r = (Yl ,***, Ya) 
where, recall, the yk are only determined mod 1. If however we make 
specific choices for y,( , requiring of course that Zyx: = 0, and solve 
the system 
m  c AkPik = yj, j = l,...,p, 
k=l 
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as we know can be done uniquely, then the function 
(5.16) 
has the required properties. 
Now by H&I, T) we mean all multiple-valued functions F of class r 
in D for which 1 F 1~ has a harmonic majorant; H,(sZ, I’) means 1 F 1 is 
bounded. Since V, is everywhere analytic and nonzero and continuous 
up to E, all questions relating to H,(sZ, r) may be reduced to H,(Q) by 
simply dividing by Vr(x). Now we consider the following extremum 
problems: 
(1, p, r) For all F E H,(J2, T) satisfying 1 F( co)[ = 1 determine 
1-43 r> = i;f esspp I W)l f(5), 
(2, p, IJ For all f E H,O(Q, -T) satisfying 
& I, If( P(5Y I & I = 1 
determine 
Notice the change from r to -P in problem (2, p, T). Since F + FV 
maps H,,,(Q) onto H,(sZ, r) it is easy to see that the extremal function Fr 
for problem (1, p, T), determined up to a constant factor of absolute 
value 1, is given by 
F&4 = VI+) Fowl vi-(00) (5.17) 
where F,(x) is the extremal function for problem (1, u) (class r = 0) 
with weight function 
+3 = P(5) I VI-(l)l. 
Also since f -+ f/V maps H,O(Q) onto HIo(52, -T) we find that 
the (an) extremal function fr for problem (2, p, r) is given by 
where fo(z) is extremal for problem (2, u) with the same weight (T. 
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Hence ~‘(p, r) = & r) and the equations characterizing our extremals 
(up to constant factors of absolute value one) are 
I FIN P(5) = Ph 0, pi-(S)f&)lGW 2 0 
just as before. The only change in the solution, then, occurs at the 
very last step. (Notice that Frfr is single-valued.) Now Fe(z) as given 
by (5.12) must belong to class r, and so we must substitute for (5.15) 
the system 
logf(5) 2 I 4 I (mod I), k = I,...,?. 
E (5.18) 
Finally let us see how all the results obtained can be extended to 
the case where we assume merely that p is a nonnegative function 
on E satisfying 
I I logd5)l I4 I < 00. E 
(5.19) 
It turns out that the only problem is stating the problem right, and 
once this is done the solution drops out of what went before. We have 
to define our analytic function spaces taking careful account now of 
the possibly singular behavior of p on E. This can be done in various 
ways and for our purpose the simplest is the following: H,(L?, p, r) 
consists of those functions everywhere analytic in Q, of class r, and 
for which 1 F(z)p R(.z)I h as a harmonic majorant (or, in the case p = co, 
I F(z) R(z)1 is bounded); here R( z is what it was before, the condition ) 
(5.19) being all that is necessary for its existence. The function R(z) 
has nontangential limit of absolute value p(c) almost everywhere on E. 
This is classical in the case of the unit disc and one way the statement 
follows in general by is mapping the universal covering space of Q 
(the disc) conformally onto Q. Thus the absolute value of any 
F E H,(Q, p, r) has nontangential limit almost everywhere on E; we 
denote this limit by 1 F([)l. 
The problems can now be formulated as follows: 
(1, p, r) For all F E H&2, p, r) satisfying I F( co)1 = 1, determine 
P(P, r) = ipf esspp I W)I p(5). 
(2, p, r) For all f E H,O(Q, p-l, -7) satisfying 
;; jE I f(l;>l PW I 4 I = 1 
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determine 
The answers are now exactly as they were before, as can be seen as 
follows. The mappingF -tF/R sends H,(SZ, r + F(R)) onto H,(Q, p, r). 
Hence the extremal function F,,, for our problem (1, p, F) is given by 
~,A4 = R(m) ~dzYR(4 (5.20) 
where F, is the solution to problem (1, r + r(R)) with weight function 
equal to 1. Similarly our extremal function fD,r for (2, p, F) is given by 
where f. is extremal for problem (2, r + r(R)) with weight function 1. 
Thus the extremal functions and constants are given by exactly the 
same formulas as before. 
We now sum up what we have done so far. 
Theorem 5.4. The extremal constants for problems (1, p, r) and 
(2, p, r) are given by 
and the extremal functions by 
~,A4 = PL(P, 0 WV fi @‘(z, .Y 
i=l 
The points x1 ,..., zPel are obtained as solutions of 
tl w&d = --Ye - -& 1, log p(5) 2 I d!: I (mod 11, h = L..., P 
(where the m, may be arbitrary integers) and any solution of the system 
gives rise to extremal functions by the above formulas. Moreover the 
number q < p - 1 and points z1 ,..., xq are uniquely determined. 
Whiz-3 
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One might well ask how explicit this solution is and the answer is 
“not as explicit as we would like”. If p = 1 then of course there are no 
points zi or ~7, there is only the trivial class r = 0, and we have 
If p = 2 it is also possible to write down the solution, in terms, however, 
of certain mapping functions. The details will be given in $14. For p > 2 
we know of no analogous explicit solution. 
It is however possible to determine the range of p(p, r) as r runs 
through all classes. Clearly &, r) > R(co) and this is achieved for 
r = -r(R). Th ere is a simple heuristic argument for guessing the 
maximum of ~(p, r). We know from the form of F,,T that for a fixed r, 
is the minimum, over all z1 ,..., zP E B such that 
of 
Thus we first minimize this for all (xi ,..., z,) corresponding to a 
certain class, and then maximize over all classes. This leads to the 
conjecture that the “minimax” occurs when 
for each K, i.e., that the points zj are just the zeros ,sj” of G’(x). This 
argument, though leading to a correct guess, seems difficult to carry out. 
A different, although less transparent, method will be used. 
First, though, we want to examine the continuity behavior of ,.L 
as a function of p and r. On the set YPo of classes we have of course 
the topology of the p-torus YP . As for the weight functions we use 
the metric 
disth , PJ = SE I log d5) - log &‘)I I d5 I. 
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Lemma 5.5. p(p, F) is jointly continuous. 
Proof. We have seen [see (X20)] that 
I164 q = R(a) P(L r + qm. 
Since R(co) and r(R) are continuous in p [see (5.11) and (5.14)] we 
have reduced the question to the case where p = 1. We now reduce it 
the other way using the functions Vr(z) given by (5.16). In fact we have 
by (5.17) 
Now as r varies continuously the coefficients A, in (5.16) vary contin- 
uously and so the V, vary continuously in the metric for uniform 
convergence. Thus p( 1, r) is continuous in r. 
We now give the range of CL. 
Theorem 5.6. The range of p(p, r) as r runs through YPo is the 
closed interval 
Proof. Since the space of pairs p, r is connected it follows from 
Lemma 5.5 that the range of p is an interval. We know the minimum 
of p is R(a) and it suffices to show its maximum is as claimed. 
For any class r we have 
= & j-, I $,,,i-(5) RW G’(W *j @(l, &-’ I I dG(5)l 
j=l 
since 1 @(C, zp) 1 = 1 for 5 E E. This can also be written 
(5.21) 
Now the function 
I 
8-l 
f,,&z) R(z)-l G’(z)-l n @(z, $)--l 
5-l 
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is subharmonic in Q and continuous up to E [the zeros of the product 
cancelling the poles of G’(z)-l], and so its value at co is at most the 
value at CO of the harmonic function with the same boundary values. 
This latter value is given bv the right side of (5.21) and so is equal to 1. 




CL(P, r> G R(a) ew C &i*) - 
I I j=l 
This value is actually achieved by &, r) for 
n-1 
r = - c qqz, $)) - r(R), 
j=l 
for then the equations in Theorem 5.4 determining 
by the .zj”. 
the zi are satisfied 
The product of exponential Neumann functions appearing in the 
representation of Fp,rf,,r may be given another form more pleasant 
than that obtained by using (4.5). Recall the notation Sz, = wk + i&, . 
Theorem 5.7. We have 




where ak are the unique real constants satisfying the system 
p-1 
GY.4 + 2 akSZ;(zj) = 0, j = l,...,p - 1. (5.22) 
k=l 
Proof. Let us form the Riemann surface S of genus p - 1 which is 
the double of Sz. Thus S is formed by joining Q and a copy along their 
common boundary E and giving the result an appropriate analytic 
structure. 
The functions wk , g(z) extend to all of S by reflecting across E, 
since they vanish on E. Any p - 1 of the differentials dQ, form a basis 
for the everywhere analytic differentials on S (recall C$=r dQ, = 0) 
and dG is an abelian differential with poles at CO and CQ (the point of the 
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copy of Q corresponding to co E 52) and zeros at the zj* and q. It 
follows that the most general meromorphic function on S whose only 
poles are among the zj* and F is of the form 
We have in mind the function 
The poles of this function in Q are among the z: ; it is nonnegative 
on E and so extends by reflection to the rest of S where its only 
poles are among the xi 7. Since H(co) = 1 and dG has a pole at co we 
see that a = 1. Further, since H vanishes at both zj and zj we obtain 
9-l 
lfxak% (xj) = 0, j = l,...,P - 1, 
k=l 
(gj) = 0, j = l,..., P - 1. 
Now since dL?,/dG is real on E [in fact 
on E] its extension to all of S takes conjugate values at conjugate points. 
Thus if we write 
a, = a; + ia; (a; , a; real), 
then the two systems may be written equivalently as 
1 +CaL$$- (xj) = O, 
C a; $$ (q) = 0. 
Now the second system implies that all ai = 0. For if we write 
(5.23) 
H,(X) = C a;E -$$- , 
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then HI vanishes at all the zi and, since the ui are real, also at the sj . 
Thus the differential 
has at least 2(p - 1) zeros. But on a surface of genus p - 1 each 
everywhere analytic differential, not identically zero, has exactly 
2(p - 2) zeros. [See for example (12), Theorem 10-11.1 This proves 
each a;l, = 0, so the uk are real and the representation is as claimed. 
The immediately preceding argument also gives uniqueness. For if 
we had two real solutions of (5.22) their difference would be a real 
solution of (5.23) and so be identically zero. 
There are slight modifications of both the statement and proof of 
the theorem in case some zi lie on E or have multiplicity larger than 
one. These modifications are straightforward and left to the reader. 
6. The Extremum Problem for L, Norms 
We assume again that E E Cl+ and, temporarily, that p > 0 and 
belongs to Co+. The next problem we consider is the following. 
(3, p) For all F E H,(Q) satisfying F( co) = 1, determine 
4~) = i;f 1, I %‘)I2 ~(5) I d5 I. 
As in the preceding section, once we have this solved it will be easy 
to give extensions to the cases of multiple-valued functions and more 
general weights. 
H,(Q) is a Hilbert space with inner product 
The map F + F( co) is a continuous linear functional in H,(Q), by the 
identity 
F(m) = &j/W $ Id5 I 
and Schwarz’s inequality. Hence it is of the form 
F+(F, f9 
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for some appropriate K E H,(Q). (K is the Szego kernel function at 
infinity. More about this in the next section.) Since the functional 
has norm ~(p)-l/~, 
K(m) = 1, I WV ~(0 I 4 I = V(P)-‘. 
Thus if we set 
Foe4 = V(f) m4 
then we have 
Fo(co) = 1, s E IFo(5)1”&) I d5 I = V(P), 
so that F,, is extremal, and 
This last statement implies, just as for the analogue in 95, that 
(6.1) 
wheref,(x) E H,O(s2) and 
pir zf(z) = v(p)/%Tr. 
Theorem 6.1. The functions F, E H,(Q) andf, E H,“(sZ) satisfy 
F,(a) = 1, J@-$ zfo(4 = 4PP7 (6.2) 
I fo(Ol = I F&)I P(t;>T FOG-)foWW) 2 0 a.e. o?t E. (6.3) 
These statements characterize F, ,fo , v(p) in the sense that if we have 
Fl E H,(Q), fl E H,O(Q) with 
F,(m) = 1, $rir zfi(x) = v,/27r > 0, 
I h(l;)l = I FdI)I PM, F,(1).fi(SYG’(C) 3 0 a.e. on E (6.4) 
then Fl = F, , fi = f. , v1 = v(p). 
Proof. The four properties of F, , f. , v(p) follow from what just 
preceded since, by (5.6), the statement (6.1) is equivalent to the pair (6.3). 
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It remains to prove the second assertion. For any F E H,(Q) we have 
F(a) = i-lv;l jEfWl(l) d5 
= v-l 1 s EW) F,(5) P@ 4 
and so if F(a) > 0, 
F(a12 G q2 j 
E 
I WI2 ~(5) d5 . j, I F&)1” ~(5) d’. 
Thus we have 
(6.5) 
V(f) 3 V12 il I W)12 ~(6) d5. E 
However if we take F = Fl we get equality in (6.5) so that 
V(f) G V12 /i I F,(5)12 ~(5) 4’. E 
Thus Fl is also an extremal function for problem (3, p). But on any 
Hilbert space the norm of a nonzero linear functional is assumed for a 
unique point of the unit sphere, and this means that the extremal 
function F, is unique. Thus F, = F. and so also 
j, /4(5)1” ~(5) d5 = j, IF~(~)I~ ~(0 d5 = df) 
which gives vi = v(p). That fi = f, foll ows from the uniqueness of F, , 
since (6.3) and (6.4) then give 
Ih( = IM)l> wzf,(l;) = wfo(l) a.e. on E. 
Having reduced the extremum problem to a pair of boundary 
problems, we find the solution by essentially the same method as in 95. 
First we show by using Lemma 5.2 [modified to the case where the 
two functions belong to H,(Q)] that F, and fO extend to Co+ functions 
on E. In fact the second statement of (6.3) implies that the function 
FobI foCWW 
so extends, and so 1 Fo(iJfo(LJ E C O+. But since we already know from 
the first statement of (6.3) that 
I ./0(5)!~0(5)I 6 co+, 
we deduce 
then by Lemma 5.2 
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I F&t)1 E co+, I fo(r;>l 6 cot 
F,(5) E co+, fo(l) E co+ 
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and any zero of F,, or f. on E is of even multiplicity. 
The representation of the product Fofo is given by the formula (5.9) 
exactly as before, the zeros zi (j = l,..., p - 1) of the product 
satisfying (5.10). To get the representation of F, , we see that its absolute 
value is determined by (5.9) and the first half of (6.3). In fact 
This shows incidentally that any xi on E is a zero of F, , and that if 
a particular point appears m times among the zj E E then it is a zero 
of F, of multiplicity m [recall Lemma 4.1(2)]. Consequently the function 
9-l 
H(x) = U-1R(x)Fo(x)2/G’(x) n Y(x, x7, xi) 
j=l 
extends continuously and nonzero to E and has there absolute value one. 
It is therefore expressible in terms of exponential Green’s functions Qi 
with parameter values the zeros and poles of H. 
Now since the zeros ~j* of G’(z) are cancelled by the poles of the 
product of the exponential Neumann function (and we know there 
is a pole at co because G’(W) = 0) we need only concern ourselves 
with the 2; which are zeros of the product but may or may not be a 
zero of F, . In fact any xi which is a zero of F, gives rise to a zero of H 
and any zj not a zero of F. gives rise to a pole of H. Thus if we set 
i 
+1 if Fo(zj) = 0, Ej = 
-1 if fo(zj) = 0, 
we have 
9-l 
H(x) = @(x) JJ @(x, xp, 
j=l 
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and so (recall @‘/a = G’) 
9-l 
F,(z)2 = UR(x)-1 @'(z) n {@(z, Zj)Ej Y(z, xi", Zf)}, 
j=l 
f&z)2 = CM(z) G’(x) CD(Z)-’ n {@(z, zJ-‘j Y’(z, zj*, q)}. 
j=l 
If the same point is a zero of both F, and f. , it appears twice among 
the xj , say, as ‘xj, and ai, . One can set cil = + 1, Q, = - 1 quite 
arbitrarily since in the product of the @f the two terms cancel. 
One can now substitute x = 00 (or let z -+ co) in the formulas for 
F,, and f. and use (6.2) to determine the two constants U and v(p). 
We obtain [recall the definition (3.1) of C(E)] 
9-l 
u = R(m) C(E) n 1 @(q'~ Y(o3, zj*, XJ' 1 
j=l 
D-l 
v(p) = 27dqco) C(E) n 1 qzp 1. 
j=l 
We are not through because the full set of conditions on the zi must 
still be found. Given zi satisfying (5.10), the functions F&z), f,,(x) 
given by the above formulas satisfy (6.3), but they will generally not 
be single-valued. The condition that the formulas determine single- 
valued functions is that the variations of the argument of the right sides 
around each Ek be integral multiples of 477. Thus using our formulas 
(4.3) and (5.14) giving the variations of the arguments of @(a, .a,J 
and R(z), and the fact [recall (5.7)] 
ik arg @‘(4 = $83 + $ arg G’(5) 
d5 = 2n4co) - ik arg d5 = 2nwk(c0) - 2~, 
we obtain the system 
Conversely if we have zi satisfying this system for some choice of 
cj = f 1, and the system (5.10), then our formulas determine F,, , f. , v(p). 
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The passage to the more general problem: 
(3, p, IJ For all F E H&2, p, r) satisfying 1 F(co)l = 1, determine 
4~~ r) = i$ s E I F(5)? p(5) d5, 
with the weaker assumption (5.19) on p, proceeds just as in 95. There 
is no need to go through the details. Everything is summarized in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. The extremal value for problem (3, p, r) is given by 
43 r) = 2R(m) W)exp j_ z 44j 
and the extremalfunctions by 
9-l 
where 




U = R(c0) C(E) exp - C cig(xj) - 2 N(co, xi*, zi) . 
j-l j=l I 
The constants ei = f 1 and points xj are uniquely determined b-y the 
systems 
h = l,...,p, 
"z' EjWk(Zj) E &- j (mod 2), 
j=l E 
log p(t) 2 I d5 I - u*(m) + 1 + 2yk 
c 
k = l,...,p. 
The exact analogues of Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.5 also hold. 
Theorem 6.3. In the representation for F,,(z)~ the product 
B-l 
is also given by 
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* 
where ak are the unique real constants satisfying the system 
9-l 
G'(4 + c akQk(zj) = 0, j= 1 ,...,p - 1. 
k=l 
Lemma 6.4. ~(p, r) is jointly continuous. 
Neither of the above assertions need be proved again in the present 
context. However we shall give the details for the analogue of 
Theorem 5.6. 
Theorem 6.5. The range of v(p, r) as r runs through FPo is the 
closed interval with endpoints 
27Nm) C(E) -=Pkt c da>. 
Proof. We have to show that v(p, r) always lies in this interval and 
that the two end points are attained for appropriate classes r. 
The function 
is subharmonic in Sz and continuous up to E. Therefore 
u-1 
= ~ 
i 27T E 
I F,,,G)12 ~(5) I d5 I = 6 Q’27J7. 
If we use the expressions for U and ~(p, r) given in Theorem 6.2 we see 
that the right side is just 
and so we obtain 
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The two inequalities for v(p, I’) follow immediately from this and the 
form of ~(p, r). 
To show that I@, r) assumes the two end-points, we have, clearly, 
to find the two classes r which give rise to the solutions 
* 
xj = xj ) 4 = +1, j = l,...,p - 1, 
x3 = xi*, Ej = -1, j = l,...,p - 1, 
respectively. Thus the two extreme r are given by 
yx”--& I log p(5) 2 I d5 I f ; E1 4$) + ; 4a~) - ; (mod 1) E 3=1 
k = 1 . . . p. 
Finally we would like to say a few words about the systems of 
equations, appearing in the statement of Theorem 6.2, which determine 
the Zj and Ej . They appear similar to the corresponding system, in 
Theorem 5.4, for the zj and 4. There are however a couple of differences. 
We already know that the present system always has a unique solution 
whereas the other may not. A further difference is that the solution of 
the present system may be reduced to a classical problem, namely 
the Jacobi inversion problem for abelian integrals. 
We consider again the Riemann surface S which is the double of Sz, 
and the differentials dQ, which span the space of everywhere-analytic 
differentials on S. Let us determine the periods of the dQ, . A homology 
basis of S consists of any p - 1 of the E, together with any p - 1 
of the closed curves EL , which consists of an arc lying in Sz joining Ek 
to Ek+l (to E, if k = p) together with its conjugate lying in the copy of Q. 
The period of dl2, about Ej is 
I E, d(wk + i&J = iPil, . 
As for the period about Ei , observe that since G, takes negative values 
at conjugate points, the period is just the period of dw, , that is 
Now if neither j nor j + 1 is k, this is zero because wk vanishes on Ej 
and Ei+l ; if j + 1 = k, then wk increases from 0 to 1 as we go along 
the “upper half” of E(i (the part lying in Sz) and continues to increase 
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Wk = 2 
kfl 
A wk = -2. 
E' 
K 
In any case, 
s 
dL’, = 0 
E; 
(mod 2). 
Now let us consider the following Jacobi inversion problem [see (12), 
section lo-81 on S: Determine points z; on S (j = I,...,p - 1) such 
that for each k 
(mod periods). 
This system can always be solved for points .z; on S; it is equivalent 
to the system of Theorem 6.2 with all cj = + 1, but of course in the 
latter system we must have all zi E S. The exact connection between 
the two is the following. Some of the z; lie in Sz, some in its copy. Set 
i 




+1 if Z;EQ or xj’~E, 
Ej = 
-1 otherwise. 
Then all the zj lie in Sz or E and the two systems are completely 
equivalent; it is only necessary to notice that 
w&T) = -w&i) (mod 2). 
The Jacobi inversion problem may be solved (more exactly, reduced 
to an algebraic equation) by the use of theta functions. We refer the 
reader to (10) for details. 
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7. The Szegii Kernel Function 
The kernel function K(z, z,,) associated with a region D and weight 
function p on E is characterized by the reproducing property 
This function was introduced by G. &ego who considered the case of 12 
the interior of a circle, or more generally the interior on a Jordan 
curve, and was shown by him to be expressible as an infinite series 
involving the polynomials orthonormal with respect to the weight p. 
See (17), Chapter XVI. 
The existence of the kernel function follows from abstract consi- 
derations. As before $2 will be the exterior of E = E, U a-- U E, . 
With the inner product 
s W)Fdf) P(C) I 4 I E 
H,(s2, p) is a Hilbert space. The linear functional F -+ F(x,,) is continuous 
since 
(The right side of the inequality is the value at zO of the smallest harmonic 
majorant of 1 F(z)~ R(z)l.) Thus by the Riesz representation theorem 
there is a unique function 
Ws 4 EH~(Q, P> 
for which (7.1) holds. 
Let us see how to obtain K for the space H,(sZ, p, r). We use the 
same trick as before to reduce this to the single-valued case. Define vr(z) 
as before by (5.16), let the weight function u be defined by 
45) = ezAkp(5), 5 E EI, 
and let Kr(z, z,,) be the kernel function associated with the space 
H,(Q, 0). Then for any F E H,(sZ, p, r) we have F&l E H,(sZ, a) and so 
F(z,) V~Z,,>-~ = j/(t) vi41-l Wt., z,,> 45) I 4 I. 
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Now for 5 E E we have 
-- 
41) = exPP fJ b4SN ~(0 = vi-(S) VT(C) dS) 
L=l 
and so we can write 
F(%) = jEF(S)mm vi-c%)fG) I d5 I- 
It follows that if we set 
m, 4 = Vd5) &(L 4 VI+) 
then 
__- 
fT.4 = jEW) K(L 4 ~(5) I di’ 1, F E f-G&‘, P, r> (7.3) 
and K is the required kernel function. We shall write KP,r(z, zO) instead 
of K(z, zO) if it is necessary to exhibit its dependence on p and r. 
If we set F(x) = K( z, zi) in (7.3) we obtain 
WGl ,4 = s W5, 4 KG, 4 ~(5) I d5 I (7.4) 
and so, in particular, we have the identities 
Q4J , 4 = q3 P %), 
Because of all the multiple-valuedness it might perhaps be in order 
to say a few words about the meaning of statements such as (7.3). 
Of course one could use the functions V, to reduce everything to the 
single-valued case, but this is needlessly cumbersome. One could 
reduce everything to the simply-connected case by considering the 
universal covering surface of 52, so that the integral in (7.3) is transformed 
into an integral involving single-valued functions taken over its boundary. 
This is probably the most elegant, although least elementary, way of 
dealing with the situation. The simplest way, however, is probably 
the following. Introduce a system of cuts C so that Sz - C is simply 
connected. Each function of Ha(Q, p, r) has a representative (generally 
infinitely many) which is single-valued in 8 - C. Then for each such 
representative F(z), and for the representative of K(x, x0) satisfying 
m% ? %> > 0, the identity (7.3) and the succeeding ones hold. 
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It follows immediately from (7.3) using Schwarz’s inequality and (7.5) 
that, for all F E H.&Q, p, P) satisfying 1 F(z,,)I = 1, we have 
I I F(5)12 p(5) I4 I > W,, , d-l, E 
with equality occurring for 
Thus, in the notation of the last section, 
K(% a> = v(p, WF,,,(z). (7.6) 
The form of K(z, z,,) for general zO would have been easy to derive 
from this if the problem (3, p, r) had been stated in a conformally 
invariant manner. But it was not, since clearly p(5) I d5 I is not invariant. 
What we shall do therefore is replace the problem by an equivalent 
but conformally invariant one, for which the transition from x,, = CO 
to general zO will be immediate. Let us define pO by 
(7.7) 
Then (3, p, r) is equivalent to the following: 
For all F E H,(Q, p, r) satisfying 1 F( co)/ = 1, determine 
v = inf 
I F E 
I WV P&) I WL a>l. (7.8) 
To express the solution of this problem in terms of pa rather than p 
we must write down the function, without zeros or poles in Q, which 
on E has absolute value 8g(c, co)/&, . This is just 
D-l 
CD'(z) j-J qz, zg*). 
1=1 
Hence if R,(z) is the function without zeros or poles in Sz which on E has 
absolute value p,,(c) we find 
s-1 
607/3/2-4 
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and so the solution to the problem in terms of p,, rather than p is given 
by the formulas [see Theorem 6.2 and recall C(E)-l = @‘(co)] 
8-l P-l 
vd- = 274d~) exp ?zl id47 - C 44 , 
$=I I 
8-l 
F,,, = U&(Z)-~ n {@(z, .zj*)-’ @(x, xJEi ‘f’(x, xj*, z&. 
j=l 
From this solution it is clear how to solve the modification of the 
problem where, in (7.8), the parameter value co is replaced by an 
arbitrary z, . From this solution the kernel function is obtained from 
the analogue of (7.6) with p obtained from pO by (7.7) with GO replaced 
by z,, . In this case the connection between R and R, is given by 
D-l 
where z~(z,) are the zeros of @‘(x, z,,) other than the double zero at 
x = W. (Thus zj+(.z,) are exactly the zeros of the differential dG(z, zq,).) 
In analogy with the definition of C(E) in terms of the behavior of 
@(ix) at co, we set 
Go(W1 = &y. I@ - 20) @(G x0)1. 
The preceding discussion gives the following result. 
Theorem 7.1. The square of the Sxegii kernel function K(x, .z,,) is a 
constant (depending on z,,) times 
D-1 
R(z)-l @'(z, x#-J @(z)" @(z, zo>y TJ {@(z, zjp Y(z, zj*(qJ, ZJ} 
j=l 
where the constant is determined by 
K(zo ,qJ = P-F1 R(.qY C&E) @(qJ2 exp jp cjg(xj ,3j. 
j=l 
The constants ci = f 1 and points zi are uniquely determined by the 
systems 
P-l 
zl ~~kC4 - Gk$h))l = i mP74 , k = L...,p, 
log ~(5) 2 I d5 I + w&4 - 24~) + 1 + 2yx 
(mod 21, k = l,...,p. 
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The last system is equivalent to K(z, x,,), as given by the square root 
of the expression above, belonging to class r; the system is obtained 
more easily by using this fact directly than by passing back and forth 
between p and p,, in the corresponding system in the statement of 
Theorem 6.2. 
The analogue of Theorem 6.3 is 
Theorem 7.2. In the representation for K(x, z$, the product 
is a constant times 
B-l 
l+Ca .-.!%(z) 
k=l k dG(x, xo) ' 
where the ak are the unique real constants satisfying the system 
P-l 
G’(xj , x0) + 1 @&k(zj) = 0, j = l,...,p - 1. 
k=l 
We also have the following description of K as a function of its 
variables. We assume E E Cl+. 
Theorem 7.3. (1) K,,r(x, x0) is jointly continuous in p, r, and x, 
20 E J-2. 
(2) The range of K,,I-(z, , o z ) for fixed p and z, with variable r 
is the closed interval with endpoints 
(3) If E E C”+ (a > 1) then 
w41’2 fw~? %I 
as a function of z, extends continuously to E and belongs to class C--l+, 
uniformly for all r and x,, in any closed subset of Sz. 
Proof. The second statement of the theorem follows easily from 
Theorem 6.5 by conformal mapping. The third follows from the form 
of K given by Theorem 7.1 upon application of Lemma 4.1. 
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After all we have done perhaps the simplest way to get the continuity 
of K is to use the equivalent Jacobi inversion problem. (See the end 
of 96.) If we take any point X+ then our two systems are equivalent to 
+ c+(z~) - 2400) + 1 + 2y, (mod periods), K = I,.... p, 
where the ,z; and ej , xj are connected by 
2; if ,a;. EQ or E, 
zj = 
x: 3 otherwise; 
‘+I 
I 
if Z;EQ or E, 
cj = 
-1 otherwise. 
Now the expressions on the right in this system are clearly continuous 
in p, r, and a0 . [Th e p ’ t om s @(zO), being the zeros of a function in 
which the parameter x,, appears analytically, are continuous in x,, .] Also 
which maps the (p - 1)-fold direct product of S into the p-fold direct 
sum of the complex numbers mod periods, is an open mapping. There- 
fore the solution of the system for ,$ , which we know to be unique, 
varies continuously with the right sides. Hence the ,z; are continuous 
in p, r, x0 . 
If we recall that the extension of g(x, i) to S is given by 
we see that 
Thus the continuity of K,,r(.zO, z,,) follows from the continuity of 
g(z, <) in its variables as long as we can show that z,, is never among 
the xj. If it were, however, the corresponding K,:,(x, , z,,) would be 
zero or infinite which is clearly not so. The continuity of CzO(E) @(,z#, 
which also appears in the expression for K(zz,, , z,,), is obvious for 
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x0 # GO and is easily checked even for x,, = CO, where it has the limiting 
value C(E)-l. 
The joint continuity of K,,r(c, z,,) p(t;)‘l” with 5 E E follows from 
what we have done if we use parts (1) and (3) of Lemma 4.1, and the 
continuity of Kp,+, z,,) follows from this if we use (7.4). 
The following corollary shows how estimates on E for H,(G, p, F) 
functions imply estimates in Q. 
Corollary 7.4. Given p and a closed subset A of Q, there is a 
constant M, independent of r, for which we have 
Proof. We have to check that 
as given by the theorem, is bounded for x,, E A. In fact it is continuous 
for x0 E ZS. 
The corollary of course could have been proved without using the 
kernel function. It is for example an immediate consequence of (7.2) 
and Lemma 4.1. 
8. Tchebycheff Polynomials for a System of Jordan Curves 
We now carry through in detail what was outlined in 93. The constants 
Mn,o are defined by (1.1); the corresponding extremal polynomial, 
the Tchebycheff polynomial, is denoted by Tn,p . The class r, always 
denotes -nr(O). Thus for any manic n’th degree polynomial Q we have 
r(Q@-“) = r, , 1 Q@-“(co)1 = C(E)n. (8-l) 
All weight functions p(c) considered ‘in this section will be assumed 
to be bounded as well as to satisfy (5.19). This implies that 1 R(x)1 is 
bounded, and so 
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It follows therefore from (8.1) that 
Mn,, 3 C(E)‘” CL(P> L), 
where &J, r) is the extremal quantity in problem (1, p, F) of $5. 
What we have to do is produce a polynomial for which the corre- 
ponding maximum is not much more than C(E)” ~(p, F,), and the 
idea is to use C(E)” times the polynomial given by (3.6) with 
Fn = F,,, . 
This will generally work, although there has to be a little modification 
in case some of the xj appearing in the representation for FOc (see 
Theorem 5.4) are close to E. 
The following technical lemmas allow us to estimate integrals such 
as (3.6). 
Lemma 8.1. Suppose we have a function f of class Cal++ on a closed 
interval. Then 
f(x) =f‘(y) + (x - Y)f’(Y) + ... + ym-$yl P-l’(Y) + (x -Yrg@ Y), 
where g(x, y) is of class C a+ on the square. Moreover if we have a family 
off uniformly of class C a+m+ then the corresponding g are uniformly G+. 
Proof. By Taylor’s theorem with integral remainder, 
.d%Y) = (m A I)!  s 
1 
o t yP)(x + t(y - x)) cit. 
The conclusions of the lemma are immediate. 
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that E E Ca+ (a! > 2) and that 
F E H,(Qn, rn) 
and extends continuously to a function of class CB+ (p < 01 - 2) on E. 
Dejine the polynomial Q by 
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where C is a Jordan curve, described once counterclockwise, containing E 
and z in its interior. Then uniformly in w  
Q(x) = @(z)n{F(z) + o@z- + n-y>, 
and this holds uniformly for any family of F’s, which are uniformly of 
class Cf’+ on E. 
Proof. We have for x E Q 
the integral representing a function f(z) analytic in Q and continuous 
up to E. It suffices to show that uniformly on E 
f(5) = o(??--c + n-q, (8.2) 
and for this the analyticity of F(x) will no longer be necessary, but 
only the continuity of F(l). W e may assume therefore that F(c) is 
supported on a single component, say E, , of E. In addition we need 
prove (8.2) only for 5 E E, for the integral, representing a function 
analytic outside E, , assumes its maximum on E, . 
The boundary function f (5) is given by 
where the integral is a Cauchy principal value. Now we would like to 
introduce the variable change s = G(C) and say that as 5 runs over E1 , 
s runs over the unit cricle. This would be true if E consisted only 
of E1 , but in our case 
4 arg @(it> = 27400), 
which is less than 27~ if p > 1. Accordingly we set 
s = @(glh(~) 
so that s does run over the unit circle. However because @ is multiple- 
valued, and also involves an arbitrary constant factor of absolute value 1, 
this is not quite definite. We make it definite by prescribing that the 
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point 5 = i& corresponds to s = 1. We can then write (note sP(&,) = 1) 
+ & j,,,=, ,[nwlcm)’ (s(““‘1’“‘1F(5(s)) 5(1)‘!;(I) - __ 
where square brackets denote “greatest integer in” and curly brackets 
“fractional part of.” 
Now the next to last integral is exactly A since for j s,, j > 1 we have 
o=j __ ,hw,b)l ds 




w+l Is]=1 s - so 






f(&,) = & j,,,=, ,In+)’ (si”wl’“‘}F({(s)) i(s)‘T;(I) ~ sj ds. 
Thusf(<,) is just the Fourier coefficient with index 
-[w(cQ)l - 1 
of the function inside the large parentheses. This function may be 
written 
/5’(s) _ i(s) - C(l) i 1 
W) 
s - 1 
5(s) - 5(l) 
i s - 1 I W; IX”, 
s-l 
where we have set 
F,(s) = s{‘+‘}F(~(s)). 
(8.3) 
The functions F,(s) are uniformly of class CB+ of the unit circle; 
by Lemma 4.1( 1) the functions Z;‘(s) are uniformly of class C’-l+ and 
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bounded away from zero. Let us apply Lemma 8.1 to 5(s) twice, once 
with m = 1 and once with m = 2. We find that the first of the two 
functions in (8.3) is of class C n - 2+. By well-known estimates of Fourier 
coefficients [(22), p. 451, if this function is multiplied by sm and integrated 
over the unit circle the result is o(m2+) as m + co. Consequently we 
can write 
fG,) = & j,,,, sm ‘$L; ’ ds + oV-“1, 
where we have set 
112 = [nwl(co)]. 
We now show that this last integral is o(n+). Note that the sort of 
argument just used gives the estimate o(n’-0). This however can be 
improved as we shall now see. The function 
s F,(s) ds ’ ItI >1 
is analytic for 1 t 1 > 1 and, by Privaloff’s theorem on singular integrals 
quoted in 94, extends continuously to a CB+ function on 1 t 1 = 1. 
If we denote by 2&(t) the sum of m terms of the Fourier series of the 
function then we have for m < m’, 
&(l) - %(l) = ;g & I,,,=, t” dt j,,,=, z ds 
1 
=- 
27ri s 191=1 Fl(S) ds j,,,=, (s YtgJjdt 
z 
I 
p - p’ 
---F,(s) ds 
IsI= s - 1 
=s 
p - p' 
s _ 1 VW) - 13 ds- 
IsI= 
Now it is known [(22), p. 641 that for a function satisfying a Lipschitz 
condition of order 6 the difference between the function and S,, is 
uniformly O(m-S log m); it follows easily that for a function of class Co+ 
this difference is o(m-6). Hence 
s 
s” - p’ 
Is]=1 s - 1 
{F,(s) - l} ds = o(m-8) (m < m’). (8.5) 
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Since the function 
, 
F,(s) - 1 
s-l 
belongs to L, , we know that 
s 
s”’ FlN - 1 ds - () 
, 
IsI= s-l 
Hence letting m’ ---t co in (8.5) we find 
I 
s” Fl(4 - 1 
IsI= 
S-1 ds= 
I I  
m’-+ co. 
o(m-B). 
If we combine this with (8.4) we obtain 
f((,) = o(?+ + n-y 
and the lemma is established. 
In the special case where F = 1 and E consists of a single contour, 
the lemma is a known asymptotic formula for the Faber polynomials 
[(13), Theorem 21. 
Before we state the main result of this section, we should like to 
point out that the constant M,,O is unchanged if p is replaced by its 
upper semicontinuous modification 
in which case the “sup” in the expression (1.1) defining M,,O may be 
replaced by “max”. There is therefore no loss of generality if we assume p 
is itself upper semicontinuous. 
We denote by F,(z) the extremal function F,,m for the problem 
(1, p, r,) found in 95 and given by Theorem 5.4. 
Theorem 8.3. Suppose that E E C2+ and that p is bounded above, 
upper semicontinuous, and satisfies 
s log/$) I d5 I > --oo. E 
Then as n + 00, we have 
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and 
~?I,&) = cvv @b)” {F&4 + f-0)) (8.6) 
uniformly in each closed subset of 8. 
If E E C2pf1+ and p is nonzero and of class C2P-1+, then (8.6) holds 
uniformly in D for any sequence n -+ CO with the property that the zeros 
of F, are bounded away from E. 
Proof. Let us assume first that E E Ca+ (a 3 2) and that p is nonzero 
and of class Ccr-2+. 
The function F, is p(p, F,) times 
R(z)-1 fi qz, z&l, 
j=l 
where the constant q and points Zj depend on n. It follows from 
Lemma 4.1(4) that R(z)-l extends continuously to a C-l+ function on E. 
This also holds for each @(z, x3), by Lemma 4.1(l), but not uniformly 
in n unless the xi are bounded away from E. We therefore modify 
the product by deleting all terms corresponding to xj within 6 of E. 
We denote the modified product by II1 and the deleted terms by 17, . 
But now we have changed the class of the function. To restore it 
to class r, we must multiply by a function of class 
r’ = r (J-J, @(z, +) = (-c, Wk(Zj)), f 
which, however, is very smooth on E. Such a function is V, , as given 
by (5.16). To determine the coefficients A, in the expression for V,, 
we must specify constants 
YlF-C 2 %c(%) (mod 1) (8.7) 
satisfying Zyk = 0. We do this as follows. Since each zi is very close 
to (within 6 of) E, each wk(zj) is very close to either 0 or 1. We define yk 
to be the difference between 
and its nearest integer. Of course each yk is very small for 6 small, 
and by (8.7) we have 
il ok = --x2 (gl w&d) = -C, 1 = 0 (mod 1) 
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This implies & k = 0 and so we have chosen an acceptable represen- 
tative (yk) for r’. The corresponding A, are uniformly bounded (indeed 
they tend to zero as 6 --f 0, uniformly in a). Consequently, by 
Lemma 4.1(4), V,, is in Cm+ uniformly in n. 
We now introduce the nth-degree polynomial 
where C is a Jordan curve described once counterclockwise and 
containing E and x in its interior. It follows from Lemma 8.2 that 
Q(z) = R(x)-1 n, qz, xj)-1 V,$z) CD(z), + O(?P”) 
uniformly for z E 0. 
(8.9) 
Suppose now that 6 was so chosen that the corresponding A, in the 
expression for I’,( have absolute value at most E/P. Then 
Hence we find that 
m;x I Q(5)I p(5) < e’ + o(+“> d e2E 
for sufficiently large n, and that the coefficient of .a? in Q(s) has absolute 
value at least 
R( co-l C(E)-” ecE exp{-~lg(41 3 e-cC(W h(p, r)-l. 
This gives the upper bound 
and so the first statement of the theorem is established, at least for p(c) 
nonzero and of class Cl+. 
To remove this restriction, take any p(5) satisfying the hypotheses 
of the theorem. Since p is upper semicontinuous we can find a sequence 
where each pnl is nonzero and of class Cl+. By the Lebesgue monotone 
convergence theorem 
dist(p,, PI = SE I kc~,G) - log~K)l I4 I = jElog * I4 I-+0. 
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It follows therefore by Lemma 5.5, and the compactness of rPo, that 
for m sufficiently large we shall have 
&%a , rn> < P(P > r?J + E 
for all n. With this m, 
M n,!+& d CWMfm 9 r+J + 4 
for large enough n, and so 
Mn., G Mn,,,,, 9 C(.wMf, Tn) + 24. 
This completes the proof the first statement of the theorem. 
The second statement is a direct consequence of the first. The 
functions 
Fn(4 W), ~n.o(4 w4Iw)” @W 
are both bounded on E, and so also in G, by 
and they have absolute value R(co) at infinity. Now in order to prove 
(8.6) it suffices to show that any sequence has a subsequence for which 
the relation holds. Take any subsequence n + ~ZI for which I’, converges 
to a class r, and these functions converge uniformly in each closed 
subset of Sz. Call the limits of these functions 
w wfh ml w4 
What we must show is that T(z) = F(x). However we have (again 
using the continuity of p) 
Iqa)l = 1, y!jP I w4 WI G & > q 
so that F is the extremal function for problem (1, p, r). But T(z) satisfies 
these same two relations, and so the uniqueness of the extremal function 
gives T(z) = F(z). 
The proof of the last part of the theorem is more complicated and 
is based on the idea of the proof of Faber’s result (2.7) presented in 92. 
Let us go back to the polynomials Q used in the proof of the first part 
of the theorem. If S is smaller than the minimum distance of the zi 
to E then the product n1 is the full product and V,, is just the function 
(8.10) 
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identically one. Therefore with our assumptions on E and p we can 
write (8.9) as 
Q(4 = P(P, W1F,(4 + oWZP) 
and this gives the inequality 
wl,, e WV Pb, Wl + 4f+““)>* 
We are going to use the function 
h&4 = f&r&4 
which is extremal for problem (2, p, I’,). (See Theorem 5.4.) Since 
at z = co we have 
,‘;i c&&N = Ph r?J 
we find, after choosing an appropriate value for our arbitrary constant 
of absolute value one, 
& j- C(E)-” @Wn L,,&‘)M) dl = 14, W 
7’r E 




C(E)-” @(P Tn&)FX-’ fl W, $, 4 I$ I 4 I z 
Of course the same identity holds if 
C(E)-” W-” Tn&) 
is replaced by F,(C), so that subtracting the two gives 
i 
E IC(E)-n @(r;)-n +# - 11 n Y([, zj*, xi) z 1 d5 1 
12 
Now we know from (8.10) that 
C(-W @(5)- 
n TN F,(5) < 1 + oWzp) 
= 
= 0. (8.11) 
(8.12) 
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and so the expression in brackets in (8.11) has real part at most o(~G-~p). 
It follows therefore from (8.11) that for any subset e C E we have 
s I w c(E)-n @({)-n w  - 11 I-I Y(5, z;, zj) I d5 I 3 -o(+-~~). (8.13) e ?I 
(Recall that our product of exponential Neumann functions is non- 
negative on E.) 
Suppose that for some large n there is a point &, E E for which 
It follows from this, using (8.12) and elementary geometry, that 
I 




for n large enough. 
Now by Lemma 4.1(l) we see that the functions 
@(z)-” F,(z)-1 
have uniformly bounded derivative on and near E. Since 
W-” Tn.&) 
are uniformly bounded on E, Lemma 2.1 tells us that their derivatives 
are at most O(n) on E. Consequently 
for some A > 0. It follows from this and (8.15) that if e is the arc 
centered at <,, and of length T2/4An, then at every point of e we have 
I 
T (5) 2 9 C(E)“@(5)-yfg- - 1 < +. 
I 
(8.16) 
If one uses Lemma 4.1(2) it is easy to show that 
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is at least a positive constant times the 2p - I st power of the length 
of e. (Note that if zi ,..., zJ were all bounded away from E the integral 
would be at least a constant times the first power of the length; our 
assumption is only that xi ,..., xQ are bounded away from E.) This fact, 
together with (8.16), shows that 
for some positive pi . This contradicts (8.13) and so (8.14) cannot 
occur. 
We have shown 
C(E)-“@(z)- n T?L.P(4 F,(z) - 1 - 0 
uniformly on E. Now let A be a closed subset of Q such that all the 
zeros of F, lie in A and are uniformly bounded away from the boundary 
of A, so that F,(z)-l is uniformly bounded on A. We already know 
that (8.6) h o Id s on A and so (8.17) hold on the boundary of A. But 
the boundary of 0 - A consists of E and the boundary of A, on both 
of which we have (8.17). Consequently by the maximum modulus 
theorem (8.17), and so also (8.6), holds throughout a - A. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Although the determination of specific ~(p, F,) is complicated, 
some general conclusions may be drawn concerning the sequence as 
a whole, or more exactly its set of limit points. This clearly depends 
on the set of limit points of r, in FPo, and since 
this is related to the arithmetic properties of the harmonic measures 
4~). 
What comes immediately to mind is the theorem of Kronecker [see, 
for example, (7), Chapter XXIII], which says that, if the real numbers 
r1 >*.*, rn-1 3 1 
are linearly independent over the rationals, then the p - I-tuples of 
fractional parts 
({~r,L.**, {*r,-1>) 
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are dense in the p - l-fold product of the unit interval. Thus if the 
numbers 
4cQ),..., 4~0) 
are linearly independent over the rationals then r, is dense in YPo. 
Clearly if all the wk( co) are multiples of q-l (q an integer), then there 
are at most q”-l different I’, . This is the extreme case in the other 
direction. 
One can also get some idea of the form of the set of limit points 
of r, in the general case. For this set (let us call it S?) is clearly a closed 
subsemigroup of the compact group YPo, and so by an elementary 
argument is necessarily a subgroup. If we take the obvious mapping 
from the group of p-tuples of reals (rk) satisfying ,Z!‘rk = 0 onto YPo, 
then v,-‘(2) is a closed subgroup of gPo and so is the direct sum of a 
closed subspace and a discrete group. It follows that 2 is a finite union 
of compact connected sets (translates of the image of the subspace 
under y). 
Referring to Theorem 5.6, we can summarize our conclusions as 
follows. The assumptions here are those of the first part of Theorem 8.3. 
Theorem 8.4. The set L? of limit points of the sequence 
xwlcw 
is a jkite union of closed subintervals of the interval 
[R(m), R(m) exP /y m/]. 
j=l 
If the real numbers 
Wl(~),..., %(a) 
are linearly independent over the rationals then 9 is the full interval. 
If these numbers are all integral multiples of q-l for some integer q then 2’ 
consists of at most qp-l points. 
9. Orthogonal Polynomials for a System of Jordan Curves 
In this section F,(x) will denote the extremal function F,:,-(z) for 
problem (3, p, r,). We hope this will not cause confusion with what 
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went on in $8. As before, F,, = r(@“). The quantities v(p, F,) are, 
as in 96, the extremal constants for problem (3, p, I’,). 
The weighted orthogonal polynomial P,,,(x) is that polynomial for 
which the minimum 
is attained. The corresponding orthonormal polynomials are 
Theorem 9.1. Suppose that E E C2+ and that p satis$es the conditions 
s ~(5) I d5 I < ~0, i log&) Id5 I > --cx). E E 
Then as n + co we have 
m,,, - C(E12” 43 r,), (9.1) 
s I C(E)-” P,,,(5) - @(5)“Fn(5)12 dt) I d5 I + 0, E 
and 
Pn,&) = C(E)” W” v-,(4 + o(l)) (9.2) 
uniformly on each closed subset of a. 
If E E C3+ and p is nonxero and of class Cl+ then (9.2) holds un;formly 
in D. 
Proof. Assume first that E E C”+ (a 3 2) and p is nonzero and 
belongs to C-“+. 
If we refer to the form of F‘, given in Theorem 6.2 and appeal to 
Lemma 4.1 (parts (3) and (4)), we see that F,(c) is uniformly of 
class CE-~+. Consequently if we again introduce the polynomial 
then Lemma 8.2 gives 
Q(4 = F,(z) WY + o(n2-% .zE&?. (9.3) 
Since p EL, , this shows that the manic polynomial 
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satisfies 
j- E I ‘W)n Q(W ~(5) I 4 I = WVn j-, I F,(5) + 4n2-912 dl;) I 4 I 
= C(E)2” {v(p, r,) + O(?+)}. 
Thus 
But for the polynomial P,,,(z), we have 
( C(E)-% P&I-” ( (co) = 1) zyC(E)-n P&D-“) = r, ) 
and so, by the definition of v(p, I’,), 
V(P, r,J < s E IC(E)-” p,,,(5) @(1)-” I2 PM I d5 I = C(JV~~ mn,, d 
Therefore 
C(Q2n v(p, CJ < m,,, < CW2” 64~~ rn) + 4~“-‘% (9-4) 
In particular, for any iy > 2 we obtain (9.1). To remove the restriction 
on p, let u be any weight function which is nonzero and of class Co+; 
let Q and F, be as above, but associated with cr rather than p. We have 
C(E)-2n m,,,, <s I Q(5)l” ~(5) I 4 I E 
= 
I 
E -iI Q(5)12 - I p&)l”} ~(0 I 4 I 
+ s, I Fn(S)I” (p(5) - 45)) I 4 I + 1, I F&)1” 45) I &I I. 
The first integral on the right tends to zero as n + co because of (9.3) 
and the fact that p EL, . The last integral is exactly v(u, P,). As for 
the middle integral it may be seen, upon referring to the form of F, 
given in Theorem 6.4, that F, is at most a constant times the maximum 
of u-l. Consequently, 
C(E)-2n m,, , < O(max u-l) 1 I p(5) - u(5)l 4’ I + ~(0, G) + o(l)- (9.5) 
E 
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If p is bounded away from zero we can find a sequence ok satisfying 
ai1 uniformly bounded, 
1 E I ~(5) - ukG’)l I 4 I - 0, 
and so necessarily also 
s I log ~(5) - log 4)l I d5 I + 0. E 
Hence from (9.5) and Lemma 6.4 
C(W2” m,,, G ‘(P, r,) + o(l). 
Finally, even if p is not bounded away from zero, 
C(-Wfi mm,, < C(W2” mnso+6 < 4~ + 6 r,) + o(l). 
If 6 is chosen sufficiently small we shall have, again by Lemma 6.4, 
“(P + 6 r?J d 4% r?J + E, 
and so (9.1) is established in full generality. 
The second statement of the theorem follows from the first by a 
standard Hilbert space argument which uses the parallelogram law. 
We have 
2 jE I W-” pn.p(5)12~(5) I d5 I + 2 j., I @(5)“Fn(5)12~(5) I d5 I 
= 
s I WF” in., - @(5)“F,(5)12 ~(0 I d5 I E 
+ j, I W-” pn.,(O + @WKz(5)12 ~(5) I dr; I. 
The left side is asymptotically 4v(p, r,) as n --f 00. The second integral 
on the right is 
4 j, I 3NW @i(P ~,.,GI + ~&III2 PM I d5 1, 
and so, by the definition of v(p, r,), is at least 4v(p, r,) for all n. This 
shows that the first integral on the right is at most o(l), which is what 
we had to prove. 
The third statement of the theorem follows from the second, by 
Corollary 7.4. 
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Finally, under the hypotheses of the last statement of the theorem, 
(9.4) gives 
C(Eyn m,,, = 43 r,> + 40. 
Using this estimate and the parallelogram law once again we obtain 
I 
I C(E)- P,.,(r;) - @(WF,(5)12 p(5) I d5 I = o@-‘>. P-6) 
E 
Let us denote by A, the maximum of the expression between the 
absolute value signs. Our object is to prove A, + 0. Since the @F, are 
uniformly bounded, 
n-y C(W I ~,.,(Ol = A, + O(1) 
and so by Lemma 2.1 
m;x C(Wn I fL45)l = W(A, + 1)). 
Since also (by Lemma 4.1 now) 
we see that the expression between the absolute value signs in (9.6) has 
derivative at most an(A, + 1) for some constant a. Hence if &-, is a 
point where the absolute value A, is attained, and e is the arc centered 
at 5, and of length A,/an(A, + I), then the expression between the 
absolute value signs is at least A,/2 at each point of e. Consequently 
The only way this can be reconciled with (9.6) is by having A, + 0. 
We have shown that (9.2) holds uniformly on E. That this implies 
it holds uniformly on D is shown in the same way as the corresponding 
statement for the Tchebycheff polynomials. (See the end of the proof 
of Theorem 8.3.) 
In the case of a single contour, the first half of the theorem with a 
weaker assumption on E is due to Geroniums [(6), Theorem 7.11; 
the last part, also with weaker assumptions on E and p, is contained 
in Theorem 2.3 of (13): This article of Suetin’s, incidentally, gives a 
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detailed account of various asymptotic properties of polynomials 
orthogonal on a single contour, and has an extensive bibliography. 
For the case of an analytic contour and continuous weight function 
see (17), Chapter XVI. 
The analogue of Theorem 8.4, proved in exactly the same way, is 
the following. The assumptions are those of the first part of Theorem 9. I. 
Theorem 9.2. The set 2’ of limit points of the sequence 
mn,,lW)2” 
is a jinite union of closed subintervals of the closed interval with end-points 
If the real numbers 
are linearly independent over the rationals then L? is the full interval. 
If these numbers are all integral multiples of q-l for some integer q then 9 
consists of at most 9P-l points. 
10. Moment Matrices for a System of Jordan Curves 
These are 
\J E 
of the matrix is the minimum over a11 The smallest eigenvalue h,,O 
a0 ,..., a, , of 
CY+, a& JE C%ip(l) 
CL I ai I2 
Consequently 
I dl 
where the maximum is taken over all nth degree polynomials P satisfying 
s I WY 4’) I d5 I = 1. (10.1) E 
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The reason for the relevance of the SzegG kernel function is this. 
The function 
F(z) = O(z)-, P(z) (10.2) 
belongs to class r, and satisfies 
s I ww P(5) E 
Consequently, 
Iw4 G K 
Id5 / = 1. (10.3) 
$z, zy2 (10.4) 
(where we use the abbrevation K, for K,,,), and so 
1 P(z)1 < K&z, z)~/~ eng@). (10.5) 
These estimates hold throughout Sz for all P satisfying (10.1). The last 
estimate suggests that A;:, is of the order of e27n where 
T = f?“=“l g(s)* s 
We shall see that this is so. 
We shall assume throughout this section that Q contains points of 
the unit circle. Either the maximum 7 of g(s), for s on the intersection 
of Q with the unit circle, is attained finitely often and with finite multi- 
plicity each time or else the unit circle is contained in 52 and g(s) is 
constantly T on it. The reason is that g is real analytic on the unit circle 
and has limit 0 at each point of E. 
The simplest case occurs when T is attained at a single point ss = eieo 
of the unit circle. The multiplicity m of the zero of g(eie) - T at 19 = 8, 
is an even integer and we set 
so that u. > 0. Then we have the following asymptotic results. 
L 
Theorem 10.1. Suppose that E E C2f and that p satis$es 
s ~(5) I 4 I < 03, s logp(5) I & I > --co. E E 
Then as n + CD we have 
4w - 7r r ($ + 1)-l K,(so , so)-l (2u07z)1~m e-2Tn. (10.6) 
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If p,(z) denotes the corresponding extremal polynomial 
a, + a,z + ... + a,zn 
normalized so that 
I-+0 
then we have 
1 I p,(5) - K&o , sPz KG, 4 WY I2 ~(5) I 4 E 
and 
P,(Z) = Q(z)” U-C&o , sP2 K&, so) + 41)) 
uniformly on each closed subset of Q. 
Proof. Define 
Qn, = {z E 52 : g(z) > c>. 
The boundary of Q, is a closed subset of Sz on which g(z) 
by (10.2), (10.3), and Corollary 7.3 we have the estimate 
P(z) = O(P) 
(10.7) 
E and 
there. But then by the maximum modulus theorem the same estimate 
holds in the complement of Sz, in the plane, a bounded set with the 
same boundary as Sz, . Hence 
$ j I P(eis)12 dCl = O(e7 + -& j I F(s) I 2 e2ng(s) j ds I (10.8) 
%fJCl 
where C, denotes the unit circle and F is given by (10.2). 
The second integral is easily estimated by Laplace’s methdd. We 
obtain without difficulty 
1 
-I 2n 
$ng(s) I ds I NT- (10.9) 
%ncl 
Now by (10.3) and Corollary 7.3 the functions F are uniformly bounded 
in each closed subset of Q, and so the same is true of its derivatives. 
It follows that the functions 
I W2 - IF(QJI~ 
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are uniformly small in a neighborhood of s,, , which easily leads to the 
estimate 
If we combine this with (10.9), and recall (lo.@, we find that 
h,fp<n-‘r($+l)K( n so , so)(2uon)-1~m e2Tn(l + o(1)). (10.10) 
To obtain the opposite inequality, assume first that p is nonzero 
and of class CO+ and consider the polynomial 
By Theorem 7.3(3) and Lemma 8.2 we have 
W) = @(V Wnh so) + o(l)) 
uniformly on D. In particular 
j” I QW ~(5) I d5 I = j-, I KG so)? ~(5) I 4 I + 41) 
= K&o, so) + o(l) 
by (7.5). 
Since the K,(x, so) are uniformly bounded in a neighborhood of so 
the same is true of K;(z) so). It follows that 
uniformly in n. Thus if e is any arc of the unit circle, containing so in its 
interior and entirely contained in Sz, we can apply Laplace’s method 
to obtain 
&- 1, I W”>l” de 2& s e2n9(s) 1 K,Js, so) + o(l)\” 1 ds I 
e 
= dr (& + 1) K,(s, , so)” (2z40n)-1@ ezm(l + o(1)). 
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It follows from this and (10.11) that 
This establishes the first statement of the theorem for p nonzero 
and of class CO+. The passage to the general case proceeds almost 
exactly as in Theorem 9.1 and so the details will be omitted. 
To see that the second statement of the theorem follows from the 
first, observe that 
A,‘, = $ j / pn(eiS)12 d0. 
Now if we did not have 
I P&o)I - K&J > dn I @wn II (10.12) 
in other words if in the inequality (10.5) the right side could be 
multiplied by 1 - 6 (6 > 0) f or a sequence n --f co, then the same would 
be true for the inequality (10.10) giving the upper bound for A$, . 
Since this is not the case, (10.12) must hold, and so our second normali- 
zation for p, implies 
P&o) = wo)n WTdso 3 so) + 41)) 
The relation (10.7) is now obtained by expanding the integrand 
in the obvious way, using the characteristic reproducing property (7.3) 
of the kernel function and the first normalization for p, . Finally the 
last statement of the theorem follows from the second by Corollary 7.4 
applied to 
@W” h(4 - @(4” mo , so)-1’2 Kd% SON. 
One can also prove, in analogy with the last part of Theorem 9.1, 
that the asymptotic formula for plL(z) holds on all of a if E and p are 
appropriate. We omit the details. 
From (10.6) and Theorem 7.3(2) we can easily obtain an analogue 
of Theorem 9.2. 
Theorem 10.2. The set .A? of limit points of the sequence 
n-l/me2m~ 
12.1, 
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is a finite union of closed subintervals of the closed interval with endpoints 
; r (J-& + 1)-l (2uo)llm R(co)-1 C(E)-1 exp j* ~&i+?~~ 
If the real numbers 
are linearly independent over the rationals then 9 is the full interval. 
If these numbers are all integral multiples of q-l for some integer q than 
L?consists of at most qp-l points. 
We shall turn now to the more general case where g(s) attains its 
maximum T at finitely many points of the unit circle. Suppose that m 
is the largest of the multiplicities of the zeros of g(s) - 7 on the unit 
circle and that si ,..., sk are the zeros with this multiplicity. Set 
ui = -$g&e”y ) i = l,..., K. 
e=e, 
If we go back go (10.8) and evaluate the integral on the right side in 
this case, we obtain the inequality 
To see how large 
problem: 
+ 1) (2?2)-l/” eyl + o(1)) g1 uym I F(sJ? (10.13) 
the right side can be, we consider the following 
For all F E H,(sZ, p, r,) satisfying 
s IF(l)I I d5 I = 1, E 
determine 
(10.14) 
where vi ,..., ok are given positive constants. 
We have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 10.3. In any Hilbert space, the supremum of 
g1 1(x, %>I” (10.15) 
taken over all x satisfying 11 x 11 = 1 is the largest eigenvalue of the Gramian 
((xi , xj)), i,j= 1 ,..., k. 
The maximum is attained for an appropriate linear combination of the x, . 
Proof. Because projection onto the subspace spanned by the xi is 
norm-decreasing we may confine our attention to that subspace. Thus if 
k 




I/ x 112 = 1 Ui(Xi ) Xj) irj . 
i.j 
It follows that if 3 denotes the Gramian matrix and 
A = (a1 )..., izk) 
then we are asked to determine 
sup(9L4, %A) subject to (3/l, A) = 1. 
If we set B = c~P/~A this becomes 
SUPPB, B) 
and the result follows. 
subject to I/B II = 1, 
We can now find the asymptotic formula for h,,P in this case. 
Theorem 10.4. Suppose E and p satisfy the assumption of Theorem 10.1 
and the si and m are as above. Then we have 
&L,, - = i-p& + 1)-1p,y2n)ll~ e--2rn 
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where pn is the largest ea&-nvalue of the matrix 
((z~~u~)-~/~~ Kn(si , sJ) i, j = l,..., K. (10.16) 
Proof. If we introduce cuts C so that Q - C is simply connected 
then the representatives of H,(Q, p, r,), as functions on Q - C, form 
a Hilbert space with inner product 
Because of the reproducing property (7.3) of the kernel function, 
the sum in (10.14) is exactly of the form (10.15) with 
wpqz, SJ 
playing the role of x, . It therefore follows from the lemma that the 
maximum of (10.14) is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix 
which, by (7.3) again, is equal to 
(hW2 K($ ,a 
Thus from (10.13) we obtain 
A$ < T+P (A + 1) ~J2fz)-~lm e2Tn(l + o(l)). 
The opposite inequality is obtained in the usual way. Let 
ef) = c @iKG, %I (10.16) 
be the linear combination of the KJz, s2) for which the maximum pn of 
tl uT1’m I F(si)12 
is attained, and set 
Q(z) = & @1I) WY & - 
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Then if p is nonzero and of class Co+, Lemma 8.2 gives 
uniformly on s, and we continue just as in Theorem 10.1. The details 
are omitted. 
There is also an analogue in this situation of the statements in 
Theorem 10.1 concerning the extremal polynomials p,(x), but only if 
an extra rather ugly condition is satisfied. One expects of course thatp,(z), 
suitably normalized, is asymptotically 
where F(z) is given by (10.16). I n order to prove this we have to know 
that for the extremum problem of Lemma 10.3 any vector x for which 
(10.15) is close to its maximum is necessarily close to the extremal 
vector, and for this to occur the second largest eigenvalue of the Gramian 
must be substantially smaller than the largest; more exactly the ratio 
of the two eigenvalues must be bounded away from one. With this 
added assumption on the matrix, asymptotic formulas for p,(z) entirely 
analogous to those given in Theorem 10.1 can be established. 
More interesting, and more difficult, is an analogue of Theorem 10.2 
in this case. This would involve finding the range, as r varies over all 
OfYO p , of the largest eigenvalue of 
((wP2” K,i& , a, i,j=l k. ,***, 
Finally we state without proof the asymptotic formula for A,,, in the 
last remaining case. 
Theorem 10.5. Suppose g(s) is constantly equal to r on the unit circle. 




where pn is the largest eigenvalue of the kernel K,(s, , s,J on the unit circle. 
11. The Tchebycheff Problem for a System of 
Jordan Curves and Arcs 
In this and the following two sections we consider what happens 
to our previous results if one or more of the components E, of E is a 
Jordan arc rather than a closed curve. 
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In the case of a single Jordan curve, with weight function p(c) = 1, 
we have Faber’s result 
M,, N C(E)n. 
But now consider the case of the unit interval [- 1, 11. Since 
@(z) = x + (x2 - 1)1/2, 
the capacity is l/Z. However in this case the Tchebycheff polynomials 
are very well known [(2), p. 581. They are 
and so 
T,(z) = 2-“({z + (9 - 1)1/2)n + {z - (22 - 1)1/2}“) 
= 2-“+1 cos(n cos-1 z), 
Mn = 2-“+l = 2C(E)“. 
Thus M, is asymptotically twice as large for an interval as for a 
closed curve of the same capacity. We conjecture that this is true 
generally; that is, if at least one of the Ek is an arc then the asymptotic 
formula for M 12,D given in Theorem 8.3 must be multiplied by 2. 
Moreover we conjecture that the asymptotic formula (8.6) continues 
to hold (on closed subsets of .Q) in the case. 
Unfortunately we cannot prove these statements and so they are 
nothing but conjectures. What we can prove is that the statement 
concerning M, ,(, holds if each Ek is an interval of the real axis; and 
that in any case M, p is at most twice what is given in Theorem 8.3. 
Still lacking are a suitable lower bound for M,,o and a technique for 
deriving asymptotic formulas for Tn,p from those for M,,D. Even for 
the case of a general weight function on a single interval, the asymptotic 
form of Tn,o seems not to have been established. 
As a consequence of our work we obtain in Corollary 11.3 an 
asymptotic formula for the weighted Faber polynomials in the case of a 
Jordan arc. This extends a result of Suetin [(14), Theorem 121 for the 
case of an interval. 
The reduction of the case of arcs to the case of closed curves is 
effected by a simple transformation which “opens up” the arc. Suppose E 
is a Jordan arc which for simplicity we assume has endpoints f 1. 
Then if 
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denotes that branch of the square root in the complement of E which 
is asymptotically x near x = co we set 
s = z + (x2 - 1)1/Z, z = i(s + s-1). (11.1) 
Then the exterior of E corresponds to the exterior of a certain closed 
curve E’ in the s-plane. This curve contains s = 0 in its interior. 
Moreover a, as a function of s, extends continuously to E’ and as s 
traverses E’ once z traverses E twice, once in each direction. 
Lemma 11.1. If E E Cw+ (a! 3 l), then the same is true of E’. Moreover 
ifF(x) E CB+ (/3 < LX) on E, thenF(B{s + s-l}) E Co+ on E’. 
Proof. The problem is a local one and the only difficulty occurs 
near s = f 1. Consider for example the neighborhood of s = 1. Denote 
arc length on E, measured from x = 1, by u. Then T = 01i2 param- 
etrizes E and we may also consider it as parametrizing E’. We shall 
show that ds/dq is nonzero and of class C-l+ (as a function of q) near 
q = 0, and this will imply the result. We have 
s-1 $& = 2 1 44” - l -lj2 dz 
u 1 da’ 
By Lemma 8.1 the expression in brackets, and so the entire right 
side, is of class Cm-l+ as a function of 0 and of course it is nonzero. 
It follows that the left side is nonzero and is of class Co+ as a function 
of 7, since any Lipschitz function of g is also a Lipschitz function 
of 7. Differentiation of the above identity cy - 1 times with respect to 7 
shows that in fact the left side is of class 0-l+. Hence log s, and so 
also s, is of class Ca+. 
The second statement of the lemma is an easy consequence of the 
formula 
and the fact that a Lipschitz function of u is also a Lipschitz function of 7. 
Suppose we are given a function F(z) analaytic and single-valued 
in a neighborhood of E, though not necessarily on E itself, and that 
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where C is a Jordan curve surrounding E. Then this integral can 
generally be written as an integral taken over E. Suppose for example 
that F(x) is bounded. Then it has two sets of boundary values on E 
which we arbitrarily designate by F+(c) and F-(c) corresponding to 
approach to E from the two sides of E. The integral is then equal 
to a sum of two integrals over E; one the integral of F+(c) d< taken 
over E is one direction and the other of F-(c) d< taken over E in the 
other direction. For compactness of.notation we shall write this as 
We shall be concerned with the situation where one or more of 
the E, is an arc. We then perform a succession of transformations such 
as (11.1) which “opens up” each such arc into a closed curve. Denote 
the resulting transformation by x = y(s) and the resulting system of 
Jordan curves by E’ = E; v *.* u Ei with complement Sz’ in the 
s-plane. 
Associated with any function F(x), analytic in a neighborhood of E 
in Q, there is associated the function F(y(s)) analytic in a neighborhood 
of E’ in Q’. The boundary values of F(v(s)), when transferred back to E, 
give rise to the boundary values F*(c) and we have 
The $ means that each closed curve Ek is described once and each arc 
twice, once in each direction. 
The replacement for Lemma 8.2 in the present situation is the 
following. Observe that although the functions- @(z, z,,), as well as 
Y(? z r , z2), were discussed in 94 under the assumption that E consisted 
entirely of closed curves, the extension to the present situation is no 
problem. For example one may use their conformal invariance’ and the 
function q~ to reduce the situation to that of 94. 
Lemma 11.5. Suppose that E E Cm+ (a > 2), that 
and that F(v(s)) extends continuously to a function of class CB+ (j3 < OL -2) 
on E’. Define the polynomial 
60713 b-6 
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where C is a Jordan curve, described once counterclockwise, containing E 
and z in its interior. 
Dejine 
on each closed curve of E, 
on each arc of E. 
Then we have 
Q(1) = W) + o(n2-m + n-“) (11.2) 
uniformly on E; and this holds uniformly for a family of F’s for which 
F(q$s)) are uniformly in CR+. 
Proof. We shall only give the details in the case where exactly 
one of the Ek is an arc. What follows could be used as the basis for 
an inductive proof of the result in the general case. 
We shall prove this lemma by appealing to Lemma 8.2. More exactly 
what we shall need, and what was shown in the course of the proof 
of the lemma, is that the principal value integral 
equals 
N5o) @(5,)” + ~(n~-~ + n-9 
uniformly for &, E Ek . The proof also gave 
(11.3) 
& jEkW) WY & = o(n2-a + n-0) (11.4) 
uniformly for z bounded away from E, . 
To use these things in our situation we apply the variable change 
z = y(s), and note that by the conformal invariance of Green’s function, 
@(y(s)) is exactly the exponential Green’s function for the region Sz’ 
with pole at infinity. Let us assume that the one Ek which is an arc 
is E1 and that its end-points are f 1. Then q is given by (11.1) and so 
we may write [here set x = y(s), 5 = q(o), C’ = q-l(C)] 
(11.5) 
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Now suppose x = I$, E Ek . This corresponds to s = a, E EL . We 
shall use the Plemelj formulas to write the integrals on the right side 
of (11 S) in terms of integrals over E’. The first integral is equal to 
where the part of the second integral taken over EL is a principal value, 
andby(11.3)and(11.4)thisis 
F(duo)) @(duo))” + ow + n-9 
As for the last integral in (11 S), it depends whether or not k = 1. 
If K # 1, then a;l belongs to EL-,-l u --- U EkP1 which is a closed set 
interior to E; . Thus the last integral, which is equal to the integral 
extended over E’, is o(n2-~ + n-@) by (11.4), and (11.2) is established 
in this case. If K = 1 then 0;’ belongs to Ei and the last integral in 
(11.5) equals 
where the integral over E; is a principal value. By (11.3) the first two 
terms add up to 
Q+;l)) @(&$)>” + o(n2-a + n-q 
and by (11.4) the last term is ~(n~-~ + n-“). If we observe that 
F*Gl) @*(S>” = e+J~lN @k+,“>> 
we see that (11.2) has been established. 
Corollary 11.3. Suppose that E consists of a single C2+ Jordan arc 
and that p is of class Co+ on E. Then the weighted Faber polynomials 
are given by the asymptotic formula 
R+(5) @+(1)” + R-(1) @a->” + 41) 
uniformly .for 5 E E. 
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Proof. By Lemma 11.1 the function p(v(s)) belongs to Co* on E’, 
and so the same holds for R(y(s)) and we may apply Lemma 11.2. 
R(z) is, just as before, the function in Sz without zeros or poles, whose 
boundary values are of absolute value p(i). 
We shall now use Lemma 11.2 to obtain an upper bound for the 
Tchebycheff constants M,,O . The technique will be essentially the 
same as in Theorem 8.3 and so the proof will only be outlined. 
Theorem 11.4. Suppose that E E C2f and that p is bounded above, 
upper semicontinuous, and satisfies 
i log&) I 4 I > --co. 
Then as n -+ 00 we have 
Proof. As ususal it suffices to consider the case when p is nonzero 
and of class Co+. Define Q(z) by (8.8) exactly as was done in the proof 
of Theorem 8.3. In this case we obtain from Lemma 11.2, as a substitute 
for (8.9), the asymptotic formula 
8(t) = W) + o(l), 5 E E 
where B(c) is the limiting value of 
R(z)-1 n, qz, .q)-1 V&i) @(Pi) 
on the closed curves of E and the sum of the two limiting values on 
the arcs of E. This gives the inequality 
The absolute value of the leading coefficient of Q is at least 
e-eC(E)-n p&3, r)-l 
just as before, and so we obtain 
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After the proof of Theorem 12.3 in the next section it will be indicated 
how a lower bound for M,,D can be obtained. The lower bound has a 
factor smaller than 2 and so does not give rise to an asymptotic formula. 
However if E is a union of intervals then oscillation properties may 
be used to obtain the correct lower bound. 
Theorem 11.5. Suppose each Ek is an interval on the real axis and 
that p is properly Riemann integrable and bounded away from zero. Then 
as n + co we have 
Proof. The extremal function F, for problem (1, p, r,) has all 
its zeros in the convex hull of E. This is true no matter what E is. 
For if zO were a zero of F, , and z: the reflection of x,, through a line 
separating x,, from E, then 
would be of the same class r, as F, have absolute value one at infinity, 
but have smaller absolute value on E than F, . Thus F, would not have 
been extremal. 
In our case, if Ek is the interval [ak, pk] (a1 < 01~ < a** < o~p), then all 
the zeros of F, in Q must lie in the complementary intervals (/3, , ak+r). 
Moreover F, can have no more than one zero in any of these intervals 
by the following simple argument, shown to us in the case of the 
Tchebycheff polynomials themselves by J. L. Ullman. If there were 
two zeros in the same interval, say at points x,, f r), and if the distance 
from x0 to E is qr > 7, then 
Fn(z) (z - xoj2 - T12 
(z - x0)2 - 72 
has smaller absolute value on E than F, . Thus F, could not have been 
extremal. 
Assume as usual that p is nonzero and belongs to Co+, and consider 
the function 
R(z)-1 nI, qz, 2&l V&z) @p(z)” 
appearing on the right side of (8.8). By this formula and Lemma 11.2 
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we know that on E, Q(c) is asymptotically equal to the sum of the 
two limiting values of this function. Let us write 
H(z) = R(x)-1 n, qz, q)-’ VI+) 
so that the function under consideration is H(z) Q(z)“. Since all the xi 
are real we see by symmetry that this function takes conjugate values 
at conjugate points. On E we have for the absolute values, 
I f&(5) W)” I P(5) = 1 + O(E) 
where we have used the fact that for small 6 we have 
Let us look very carefully at the arguments. 
To determine things uniquely, cut the plane along the real axis 
from 01~ to + 00. Any function h(x) harmonic in the cut plane and 
symmetric about the real axis satisfies 
ah/aft, = 0, 5 real 
and so also 
a&)/a5 = 0, 1; real. 
Thus such as h(z) has conjugate function which is constant on (- co, 01~). 
We may therefore determine all our conjugate functions by requiring 
them to be zero there; both H(z) and @(a) have argument 0 on (- co, ar) 
and their arguments on the entire cut plane are now uniquely determined. 
We shall use the subscripts + and - to denote limiting values from 
above and below the cut. As 5 runs over E, , the functions 
arg f&(0 @&)n 
vary from 0 at 01~ to values 
arg ff&) @4&) 
at /?r . Since arg HP takes negative values at conjugate points we have 
arg ff+W @+GW = --arg fU%) @-(PlYa 
But we also have 
arg W&) @-(PIY - arg ff+(BJ @+(A)n = $ arg ff(4 @(4 
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(by this we mean the change in argument as x runs over a curve 
surrounding E1) and since H@” is single-valued in 52 this is an integral 
multiple of 27r, say 2m,x. Thus 
arg fL(BJ @-(A)” = mln, 
arg fJ+(&) @+(A>” = --ml~. 
Let us continue now, just above and just below the cut, from fil to 01~ .
If no zi (i.e., no zero of H) lies in (,!I1 , ~1~) then by an argument already 
given, each of the functions 
arg K(5) @-(C)n, arg ff+(O @j+(5) 
is constant; if there is a xj in this interval then the first function 
increases by r and the second decreases by rr. Therefore 
where 
arg ff-(a,) @-bi>~ = (ml + 4) *, 
arg ff+(ckJ @+(4” = -(ml + 4) 7, 
11= ; 
I 
if no zg E (& ,4, 
otherwise. 






if no Xi E @k 7 ak+l)s 
otherwise, 
and m, are appropriate integers. Since g”-(c) increases on each Ek the m, 
tend to + co with n. We have 
2n?r = + arg H(z) @j(z)” = arg H-(&J @-(&Jn - arg H+(&J @+(&J 
= 2 T 
214 
and so 





$I mk + zllk = n. 
4(l) = arg K(5) @-(W. 
H+(5) Q+(5)” + fu5) @-G)n + 41) 
I fL(O P(5) = 1 + Ok) 
Q(t;) ~(5) = 2 ~0s WJ + e. 
where the error term e, is O(r). As 5 runs over E, then we see from (11.6) 
that #([) increases by rnpr and so there are mk + 1 points of Ek where 
cos $([) assumes the values h 1, with alternating sign at consecutive 
points. Call these points 
xkO ,***, xkmk: (xkO = my, 9 Xkmk = bk)* 
If 1, = 0 then #(<) has the same sign at ,!3, and art1 ; otherwise the signs 
are opposite. 
We shall now show that if P is any nth-degree polynomial with the 
same leading coefficient as Q then 
m;x I P(C)1 p(i) 3 2 - e. . 
For suppose not. Then there is a polynomial P, which can be assumed 
to be real on the real axis, such that 
m;x I WI f(J) < 2 - e. . 
The polynomial Q - P, which has degree at most n - 1, has the same 
sign at each xki as Q itself. Thus in the interval Ek the polynomial 
has at least mk zeros; if II, = 1 then it also has a zero between Pk and c++~ . 
Thus it has a total of at least 
zeros and is therefore identically zero. 
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The absolute value of the leading coefficient of Q being at most 
eqvn Pb! rnF1, 
we have shown that 
n/r,,, 3 2e-O(W(E)” &a, T,). (11.7) 
Since E is arbitrarily small, this establishes the theorem for p nonzero 
and of class Co+. 
Now take any p which is properly Riemann integrable and bounded 
away from zero. Since p is continuous almost everywhere, it is equal 
almost everywhere to its upper semicontinuous modification. Thus if 
we apply Theorem 11.4 to this upper semicontinuous modification (which 
is everywhere > p) we deduce that 
Mm G P + o(l)} W)~P(P, rd. 
By the Reimann integrability of p, we can find a sequence pm of 
nonzero Co+ functions satisfying 
h(5) G P(l)* $@J J-, {log P(5) - log pm(C)) 4 = 0. 
Then by (11.7) and Lemma 5.5 we have for a sufficiently large, but 
fixed, m 
and the result follows. 
In this case of a union of intervals on the real axis, the various Green’s 
functions and harmonic measures that arise are easily expressible in 
terms of hyperelliptic integrals. The details will be worked out in 914. 
12. Orthogonal Polynomials for a System of 
Jordan Curves and Arcs 
The situation here is much better than in the Tchebycheff case and 
we get a complete analogue of Theorem 9.1. We shall retain the notation 
of $9, so that v(p, F,) and F,(x) are the extremal value and function 
for problem (3, p, F,). 
What is crucial is finding the asymptotic form of rnng . Just as in the 
Tchebycheff case, finding the right upper bound is straightforward; 
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the difficulty arises in trying to establish the right lower bound. The 
obvious approach is the following. As in $10 let us denote by K, the 
Szego kernel function associated with p and-r’% ; thus 
&(z) = K(% =J)-l%(% =J) 
and 
(12.1) 
v(p, CJ = Kz(~, a>-‘. 
Then for any manic nth-degree polynomial P, 
C(E)” = fE P(5) @KY K,(L a> ~(5) I d5 I 
and so we obtain the inequality 
C(Q2” < $, I W)l” ~(5) I dl 
or 
I . fE I KG> ~)12~(1) I4 1, 
(12.2) 
(12.3) 
I I W)12 ~(5) I4 I 3 C(E)2n 4, r,). E 
This of course is nothing different from what went on in $9. What we 
are interested in however is not a lower bound on 
f I WI2 ~(0 I d5 1, E 
in which the arcs of E are each traversed twice, but rather on 
f I WI” Al) I d5 I, E 
where the arcs are traversed once. Naturally we get immediately the 
estimate 
i E I W2 ~(0 I 4 I 3 f W)2n 6 r,) 
but we cannot expect this to be the best possible. In fact we shall see 
that the factor $ can be removed. 
The point is we have not yet made use of the fact that P is single-valued, 
i.e., its limiting values from the two sides of any arc of E are equal. 
This fact allows us to make a preliminary modification of the integral 
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in (12.3) after which the procedure just outlined gives the correct 
lower bound. 
Let us write E = E(l) u E@) where E(l) is the union of those Ek 
which are closed curves and Ec2) the union of the arcs. As in the preceding 
section we use subscripts + and - to denote limiting values from the 
two sides of the arcs of Et2). Then using the fact that P(5) is single-valued, 
(12.3) may be written 
W)n = j,,,, W) WY fG(L 00) ~(5) I 4 I 
+J E(a) 
%Z)P+(r;)-n Kn+(L 03) + @Xl-” K& 00)) ~(5) I d5 I. 
Let us introduce the notation 
for z,, an arbitrary point of Q. We are here interested in so = 00 and 
the last identity may be written 
W)n = jE WU ~0) P(Q I d5 I- 
Thus we obtain the lower bound 
m n.n a W2-/jE ILG m)12~(5) I 4 I- (12.5) 
We shall now evaluate the last integral asymptotically, not only for 
the parameter value so = CO but for general z. . We have clearly 
I I -UL zo)12 ~(0 I d5 I E 
= j  
E(l) 
I KzG xo)12 ~(5) I & I + j,,,, {I Kz+(L zo)12 + I L-(5> ~,)I21 ~(5) I d5 I 
+zaj a+(5)" @-(tP Kn+(L ~0) Kd-, ~0) ~(5) I dt; I. 
Et’) 
The first two integrals on the right add up to 
f I K&i xo)12 ~(5) I 4 I = K&o 3 ~0) E 
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and so we have 
s I L(5, zo)l’ ~(5) I d5 I E 
= %(~o > zo) + 23 s @+(5)” Q-(5)-” K+(1, ~3 K&‘> ~0) ~(5) I 4 I-E(2) 
(12.6) 
The following lemma shows that the last term tends to zero as n + CO. 
We state a slightly more general result which will be useful in the next 
section. 
Lemma 12.1. Suppose E E Ca+ (a > 1) and 
s logp(l) Id5 I > --co. E 
Then as n -+ CO we have 
s @+(l;)n Q-W k;2+(5,4 K-(5,4 ~(5) I 4 I = 4+“). E(2) 
uniformly for x1 and x2 in any closed subset of Q. 
Proof. We use the transformation z = q(s) introduced in the last 
section to transform E to a system E’ consisting entirely of closed curves. 
If we write 
5 = v(u), zo = dsoh etc. 
then it is easy to see that 
KMS), dso)) 
is the kernel function associated with the weight function 
fl(4 = P (44) I p7’(4/ 
on E’. Let us write it as K$(s, s,,). Then our integral is just 
s @+(v(u))” @-(v(u))-” K;‘)(u> ~1) K:‘(u> s2) P’(u) I do I 
(12.7) 
integrated over a certain fixed set of subarcs of E’. 
The last three factors in the integral may also be written 
qyu, SJ R’yuy qyu, s2) Ryu)l/~ 
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where P)(s) is the analytic function in 52’ corresponding to p(l). It 
follows from Theorem 7.3(3) that this is of class P--l+ on E’ uniformly 
m n, s1 , and sa . Also, the function @(v(s)) is just the exponential Green’s 
function for Q’ whose continuity properties are given in Lemma 4.1( 1). 
In particular, if on any of the arcs of integration in (12.7) we introduce 
a new variable 
0 = ars{~+(~(u))/cP_(~(o))), 





where u E C-l+[a, b] uniformly in n, sr and sa . 
Since the functions 
@G? &(% 4 
are single valued, the integrand in (12.7), together with each of its 
derivatives up to order 01 - 1, takes the same value at the two ends of 
each arc of integration. Thus the function ei”%(t9) in the last integral, 
together with its derivatives up to order (II - 1, takes the same values 
at a and b. The integral is therefore seen to be o(zz-~) upon integration 
by parts and using standard Fourier coefficient estimation [(22), p. 451. 
The following lower bound now follows immediately from (12.5), 
(12.6), and Lemma 12.1, if we recall (12.2). The quantities m,,Q and 
~(p, r,) are as before. 
Lemma 12.2. With the assumptions of Lemma 12.1 we have 
m,,, 3 WVn’(v(p, G) - 0(+9>. 
We can now prove the analogue of Theorem 9.1. The functions 
Pn,D(z) andF,(z), are as before, and we set 
Hm = rz$y.Y.~J(q + cD$)“F,-(5) 
on E(l), 
on Ec2), 
so that, in our previous notation,. 
f&(5) = &(m g-lL(s,!~) = V(P, rn)4z(L “0). (12.8) 
Theorem 12.3. Suppose that E E C2+ and that p satisfies the conditions 
s ~(5) I 4’ I < 00, 
logp(f;) Id5 I > ---co. 
E s E 
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Then as n ---f 00 we have 
and 
m n,o - CW” 4% r?J, 
I I T)-” pn.,,(5) - K(lY ~(5) I 4 I -+ 0, E 
uniformly on each closed subset of Sz. 
Suppose further that E E C3+ and that 
(12.9) 
P(i) n I(5 - %)(i - /?w (12.10) 
is nonxero and of class Cl+, where cyk and ,B, are the ends of the arcs of E. 
Then 
in,&) = W)” W&) + o(l)) 
uniformly on E. 
Proof. As usual we shall assume first that E E Car+ (CY > 2) and that 
the function (12.10) is nonzero and of class CaP2+. Because of the way 
the function y(s) was defined it is easy to see that on E 
I v’(~-w)l = n I(5 - TX - BkW2 
x absolute value of nonzero analytic function. 
Thus our condition on p is equivalent to 
and by Lemma 11.1 this implies that 
flW = f&w) I e4 
belongs to Ca-2+ on E’, and is nonzero. 
Now we saw in the proof of Lemma 12.1 that K,(y(s), v(sO)) is the 
kernel function associated with the weight function pi(o) on E’ and so 
F,(v(s)) is the extremal function for problem (3, pr , F,) on Sz’. Therefore 
the functions F,(v(o)) are uniformly of class Cu-2+ on E’. If we define 
as usual 
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then by Lemma 11.2 we have 
Q(5) = Hn + o(fi2-=> 
on E. 
Now by (12.8), 
and by (12.6) and Lemma 12.1 this is 
$9 cl) + @-Or). 
Consequently 
s I Q(W ~(5) I d5 I = 4~ CJ + o(n2-“>. 
Since Q is a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient C(E)-“, 
this gives 
m,,, % C(E12n b(f, r-1 + o(+“)>. 
If we combine this with the lower bound given in Lemma 12.2 we obtain 
m,,, = C(f92* MP, C) + o(n2-“)>- (12.11) 
This proves the asymptotic formula for rnmP under the assumptions 
that E E C2+ and the function (12.10) is nonzero and of class Co+. 
The restriction on p is removed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 9.1. 
The second assertion of the lemma is proved as follows. We have 
s I WV pw(O - H&)1” ~(5) I 4 I E 
= C(E)-2a m,,, + j-, I fW)l” ~(5) I 4 I 
- 2~ j-, W-” f’d5) WJ PM I 4 I 
= C(E)-2n m,,, + 4~ rd2 j-, I ML a>l” ~03 I 4 I 
- 243 r,J 9 fE CW-” @Wn Pdl) &(L 03) PM I 4 I 
. 
= C(E)-2n nt,,, + G, rn)’ J, I L(5, 0011~ (5) I 4 I - 243, rn) 
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where for the last identity we used the reproducing property of K,([, co). 
We know that 
WY” m,,, = 43 r,) + o(l) 
and by (12.6) and Lemma 12.1 we have also 
s I L(5, ~)I” P(5) I 4 I = 4P> r7t-l + o(l). E 
The second assertion of the theorem follows. 
To prove the last statement it suffices, by Corollary 7.4, to show that 
I I W-” @W pn,,G) - ~&)I2 ~(5) I 4 1 - 0. E 
But since 
the integral is equal to 
C(W2n m,,, + V(f, rn) - 24P, CL), 
where we have used the reproducing property of &(l;,c~). Thus the 
asymptotic formula for m,,p gives the result. 
Finally, with the more severe restrictions of the last part of the 
theorem, we have by (12.11) 
m n,L) = c(q2n b(f) r?J + o(q). 
Following through the argument which gave us (12.9), we see that in 
this case 
s I C(E)-” f’,,,(5) - KM2 ~(5) I4 I = o@‘>. E 
If we apply the variable change 5 = F(G), the integral becomes 
s I C(-Wn ~dd4) -ffM4)12 dd4) I ~‘(41 I du, 
extended over certain subarcs of E’. Since this integral is at least half 
the integral extended over all of E’, we deduce 
i E’ 
I WV” in,, - ffn(d4)12 &X4) I ~‘(4 I do I = oW’>. 
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It is now easy to use the argument of Theorem 9.1 to show that 
this implies the integrand converges uniformly to zero. As was already 
seen, F,(q(a)) is uniformly Cl+ on E’ and so very easily 
Moreover it follows from the form of q.~ that P,,,(q(s)) is equal to a 
rational function of s (independent of P, J without poles on E’ times a 
polynomial in s of degree 2’n, where Y & the number of arcs among 
the Ek . Hence by Lemma 2.1 
These two estimates on the derivatives are all that one needs to carry 
through the argument of Theorem 9.1 and so establish uniform 
convergence. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Observe that the asymptotic 
form of mnp, and of P,,,(z) for z in Q, are exactly the same for the case 
of arcs as they were for systems of closed curves exclusively. In particular 
Theorem 9.2 holds without change. The only difference- occurs in the 
boundary behavior of Pn,p(~). 
We should like to point out here why the sort of argument we have 
just presented fails to go through in the case of Tchebycheff polynomials. 
Take for example the case of the unit interval. Then the analogue of 
the argument leading to (12.5) would be this: 
For any manic nth-degree polynomial P(z), 
21-n = ; cji P(z)(z + (9 - l)lla}-n (z” TI)l,l 
= + I’, wt)({C + i(l - CY)” + (5 - i(l - P)T) (1 :;2)l,2 
< i ma I P(t)1 J’ 
-1 
I{5 + i(l - 52)1/2)” + (5 - i(l - 52)1/2)” I (1 __d5/8)1,2. 
The change of variable 5 ,= cos 19 reduces the last integral to 
i 72 
cos ne 1 de. 
0 
f507/3/2-7 
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Unfortunately this is equal to 4, and so all we obtain is 
max / P(5)] 3 + 2l-n. 
The best possible lower bound is of course 21-n, so a more refined 
argument is necessary. Naturally such an argument exists in the case 
of an interval (in fact there are several), but the problem is to find 
one that works for arcs. 
13. Moment Matrices for a System of Jordan Curves and Arcs 
The content of this section is the following assertion. 
Theorem 13.1. All Theorems stated in $10 hold without change in 
the more general case. 
The proof combines the techniques of §$lO and 12. There is no 
reason for going through the details. The strong form of Lemma 12.1, 
with different zi and x2, is needed in the proof of the analogue of 
Theorem 10.3. 
14. Some Special Cases 
The theorems in the preceding sections give the asymptotic forms 
of various constants and polynomials in terms of corresponding constants 
and functions associated with certain extremum problems. These 
in turn were expressible in terms of Green’s and Neumann’s functions 
(see Theorems 5.4, 6.2, and 7.1). Moreover certain parameters (the zj) 
entered which were solutions of systems of equations involving harmonic 
measures. It follows that in order to obtain really explicit asymptotic 
formulas, it is necessary to get explicit representations for the various 
functions and the parameters xj . 
’ Consider a system E of intervals 
E, = [ak > &I, k = l,...,p 
on the real axis, ordered so that Q < ak+l . In this case it is easy to get 
explicit representations for all the functions and constants involved. 
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We shall write 
and 4(x)1/z will denote that branch of the square root of q(z) which is 
asymptotically zp near infinity. We see that q(~)r/~ is real on the comple- 




is a polynomial of degree p - 1 with real coefficients, and consider 
the function 
J’ ’ 45) q(r;)-l” 4, 011 
where the integration is performed along a path in the plane cut along E. 
The period of this integral around each Ek is purely imaginary, so the 
real part of the integral is a single-valued harmonic function, which 
near infinity has the form 
&l-l log I z I + O(1). 
Now the limiting values, from below and above Ek , of the real part 
of the integral are 
xkkg f”’ 45) I q(W”” &. 
j=l B5 
Thus if these are all zero, and h,-, = 1, then the real part of the integral 
is Green’s function for Q with pole at CO. Consequently we have 
G(z) = 1” 40 q(W2 4 
where the coefficients of h(z) are determined by the system of equations 
y h, I*“’ 1” 1 q(C)l-l/” d5 = 0, j = l,..., p - 1, 
n=o Bj 
h,-, = 1. 
To show that this system does have a solution it suffices to prove 
that the corresponding homogeneous system has only the trivial solution. 
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But for the polynomial h(x) corresponding to a solution of the homo- 
geneous system the real part of (14.1) is harmonic in 52 including 
x = co, and zero on E. Thus the real part of the integral is identically 
zero and so the same is true of h itself. 
It is easy to determine C(E) from (14.1). Since 
G(z) = k+ - (011 + 1)) + j:, I$& - ’ 5 - (9 + 1) 
1 di 
we have 
C(E) = exp jIm I-$$& - 1 
x-(011+1) 
dx. 
The constant R(a), appearing many places in our investigations, 
is determined by (5.11) and (14.1). In fact, 
log R( co) = $/,I h(x) q(~)j-l/~ log p(x) dx. 
The reason we have the factor l/n rather than &T is that the integral 
in (5.11) had to be taken over E twice, once in each direction. 
Similarly for the harmonic measures we have [see (4.2)] 
Wk(co) = -!- 
37 s 1 h(x) q(~)-l/~ 1 dx. J% 
As for the points XT, the zeros of G’(x), we see they are simply the 
zeros of the polynomial h(x). It is clear from the behavior of g(x) on the 
real axis that there is exactly one such .zr in the interval (& , CX~+~). 
For the determination of the quantity 
which also appeared several places, it is not necessary to locate the 
individual $. In fact we have 
g($) = g(z;) -g(&) = j;i h(x) q(x)-lj2 dx. 
3 
The integrand is positive in the interval of integration (since it is of 
one sign and the integral itself is positive). In the interval (XT, CQ+~) 
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the function hq-li2 is negative and the sum of 
two intervals is 
the integrals over the 
I 
“i+l 
k(x) q(x)-l12 dx = 0 
BI 
by our construction of h. Hence we have 
g($‘) = ; j::” 1 h(x) q(x)- 1 dx. 
The points zi (j = l,..., 4) appearing in the statement of Theorem 5.4 
and the xi (j = l,..., p) of Theorem 6.2 are real since they all lie in the 
convex hull of E. (See the beginning of the proof of Theorem 11.5.) 
It is therefore of interest to determine Green’s and Neumann’s functions 
for real parameter values. The latter is easy; except for a constant factor 
we have 
As for Green’s function, we need only a slight modification of the 
construction in the case of parameter value infinity. The result is 
where 
is determined by the system of equations 
9-l 
,c, knxo" = -&oY2. 
We obtain from this the representations 
a1 
CJE) = 1 a1 - x0 1-l exp 1 I --m *+1 --!z&- 1 x - x0 
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77 Ek Q(xy (x - x0) ’ 
[see Theorem 7.3(2)]. 
In view of these last representations and Theorem 10.1 it is of interest 
to determine when 
occurs at a single point of the unit circle (which by symmetry would 
of necessity be +I’ or -1); for then we could obtain a complete 
description of the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues A,,, and 
corresponding polynomials p,(z). Unfortunately there seems to be no 
simple necessary and suficient condition on E for the maximum to 
occur at a single point. However we shall show here that 
011 + Bl > 0, 011 + A + 24, 3 0 
together give a sufficient condition; that in this case the maximum occurs 
at s = -1 and nowhere alse. (In the case p = 1 the conditions are 
both necessary and sufficient.) 
First note that 
g(-x + ir) > d” + KY), x > 0. 
For the function 
g(-x + iY) - g(” + iY) 
is bounded and harmonic in the right half-plane cut along E (here we 
use 01~ + ,k$ > 0), is zero on the imaginary axis, and nonnegative at 
each point of E. It follows that it is nonnegative everywhere in the 
cut right half-plane. In fact it is everywhere positive except if it is 
identically zero. This will hold only if (p = 1 and) 01~ + p1 = 0 in 
which case our conditions are violated. 
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Thus the maximum can occur only for 9s < 0. We shall show that 
our conditions imply 
and this will suffice to show the maximum can occur only at s = - 1. 
We have 
-$ G(P) = isG’(s) (s = lq 
and so 
-&g(eie) = c94Y $, G(eie) = .c?&sh(s) q(s)-li2. 
This will be zero if and only if 
s%(s)2 q(s)-1 3 0. (14.2) 
By symmetry we may confine attention to the upper half-plane. 
We shall determine all arguments by 
0 < arg(s - y) < V, y real. (14.3) 
The zeros XT of h(z) satisfy 
pj < zj* < mj+1 . 
Therefore by elementary geometry we have for r/2 < 8 < n 
arg(s - zi*) < I 
a& - 01j+J 
a& - /%+I) 
j = l,...,p - 1. 
Hence 
*2 
arg s2w2 w1 = arg (s _ & _ /&)‘b; (s - tj+; 7; ‘_ &+l) 
G arg (s - a,;;s - &) * 
Now this last argument is negative at s = i (this follows from 
01~ + PI > 0). We shall show it is always negative for 7r/2 < 0 < n. 
For otherwise there will be such a 0 for which 
e2aJ . 
(eie - Lyl)(eie %- fil) 
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is purely real. This implies 
0 = X(1 - ale-is)(l - /31e-ie) = sin 19 {(a1 + &) - 243, cos 0). 
Since 0 > cos 0 > - 1, our conditions imply that this cannot be zero. 
We have shown that with arguments computed byethe convention 
(14.3) in the upper half-plane, k.3 
arg s2h(s)2 q(s)-l < 0, 42 < e < r. 
However since 
arg(s - zj*) > 1 arg(s - CX~) ards - Pi) j = l,...,p - 1, 
we also have 
Consequently 
, -25~ < arg ~~h(s)~ q(s)-l < 0, 
so (14.2) cannot occur and our assertion is established. 
The representations obtained above for the potential-theoretic 
functions and quantities can be used to determine the corresponding 
things for any system E for which we can find a conformal correspondence 
between L? and the exterior of a union of real intervals with co corre- 
sponding to co. In the cases p = 1, 2 there are always such correspond- 
ences, although of course finding them is another matter. 
Thus far in this section we have said nothing about how to determine 
the parameters zi and q that occur in Theorem 5.4 or the ,zj of 
Theorem 6.2. It turns out that the corresponding problems for an annulus 
are very easy, and so in the case p = 2 everything can be determined 
if we know the conformal correspondence, which always exists, between 
Q and an annulus. 
To see why the situation is so easy for an annulus 
A : rl < I z j < y2 
observe that the harmonic measures of the inner and outer boundaries are 
WI(Z) = log f-2 I z I/log f-lY2, w2c4 = 1% Yl I z I/log YlY2 
and that the level curves of LG~ are the rays 
arg z = constant. 
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Suppose our correspondence between Q and A is such that GO corre- 
sponds to a point on the negative real axis. Then the single zj” is on 
the positive real axis [because g(z) is symmetric about the real axis 
and vanishes at rr , rz]. 
Now consider Theorem 5.4. There is a single point z1 to find and 
either Q = 1 or Q = 0. (In the former case z1 is a zero of the extremal 
function F; in the latter case, not.) The first equation determining .zl 
is equivalent to the assertion that z1 and xf lie on the same level curve, 
so it says z1 is real and positive. (Note that although there are p = 2 
equations, only p - 1 = 1 of them are independent; that is, the 
pth equation follows from the first p - 1. The same holds for the 
second system.) 
Consider the second equation with K = 1. This is satisfied for p = 0 
if and only if the right side is zero (mod I). This may happen, but 
very rarely. When the right side is not congruent to zero, let v1 be the 
real number in the interval (0, 1) congruent to it. Then we must have 
which is equivalent to 
4%) = rll 
1 z, 1 = rp exph log v2>- 
Since x1 is real and positive, 
z, = Y;’ exp(r), log Y1rz). 
In the case of Theorem 6.2 we again have z1 > 0. We must determine, 
in addition to zi , the constant e1 = &l which tells us whether or not 
the extremal function F is zero at x1. Let r], be congruent (mod 2) 
to the right side of the last equation and satisfy 
Then the last equation is equivalent to 
94~1) = 71 l 
If r], is 0 or & 1 then zr is r2 or rl respectively, and it makes no difference 
what l 1 is. Otherwise 
3 = G’ edi q1 1 log w2>, e1 = sgn ?I . 
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Notice that in this last case, corresponding to the orthogonal poly- 
nomials, there is as likely to be a zero in Q as not. In fact, if we recall 
the equivalent Jacobi inversion problem for the case of general p (see 
the end of 96), there is no reason to expect more z; on one half of the 
Riemann surface S than on the other (except in rather special cases). 
Thus the expected number of zeros of the orthogonal polynomials 
Pn,P(z) in Q (under the assumptions of the last part of Theorem 9.1) 
is asymptotically (p - 1)/2; f o course there are in any case at most 
p - 1 zeros. 
The case of Tchebycheff polynomials is different. We just saw that 
in the case p = 2 we almost always have one zero (the maximum 
possible under the assumptions of the last part of Theorem 8.3); 
a dimensionality argument leads one to the conclusion that, for general p, 
there are almost always p - 1 zeros in 9. 
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